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CHOSEN AS "OUTSTANDING YOUNG MAN'! in Calloway county, Willard Ails, right, was
presented with a plaque by Gedrkk Paschall of the Murray-Calloway Chesty Jaycees. Alla
Was honored for his work in the drug abase program in the Murray area.
note by Curtis Bart

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Willard Ails Selected
Outstanding Young Man

Willard Ails was recently
selected as the "Outstanding
Young Man" in Calloway
Maurice Ryan is Director at County by the Murray-Calloway
Large for the Kentucky Schott! County Jaycees.
Boards Association.
Ails, presently the chief
pharmacist at the MurrayFellow says not only is the Calloway County hospital and a
USSR's Pravda a tremendously graduate of the University of
successful ,newspaper, but Kentucky, is involved exnobody calls up to complain that tensively in various civic and
the boy threw it in the bushes. fraternal organizations. He has
been concerned and involved In
Three stages of man..When
she- laughs at every word you
say, you're a bridegroom. When
they listen to you and then go
out and do as they please,
you're a father. When you have
to shout to be heard, you're a
grandfather.
When Stalin was on his deathNikita
bed, he summoned
Krushchev and said, "You will
probably be next in power. I
have prepared two letters.
When you find yourself in
difficulty over some domestic
problem, open the first letter.
When you're in a hopeless
situation and your very life is
threatened, open the second."
Years later when as internal
problem threatened, Krushchev
opened the first letter. It said,
"Blame everything on me!"
Nikita did just that, branding
Stalin a murderer and a tyrant.
Then in 1965 when the real
power struggle in Politburo
began, Krushchev opened the
second letter. It said, "Prepare
two letters."
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Two male Cardinals out in the
(Continued on Page Ten)

Women's Auxiliary
Of Local Moose To
Attend Rally Day
Women's
Murray
The
Auxiliary of the Moose, Chapter
No. 1465, of the Murray Moose
Lodge, has been asked to give
the opening ritual at the
Chapter Rally Day, Sunday,
March 5, in Bowling Green.
Mrs. Gloria Boy, Grand
Regent of the Murray Lodge
will give a special talk on the
changing of procedure.
All officers are asked to attend this meeting, and are
requested to wear formals. All
other members are to dress
informally.
All members are urged to
attend this special meeting at
Bowling Green. The mgeting
will start at 1:30 p.m. All
members will meet at the
Murray lodge Sunday morning
and go in separate groups in
cars to the meeting.
Interested members may
contact Mrs. Gloria Boy or Mrs.
Wanda Williford if they are
planning to attend.

the drug abuse program in the
city and county area.
Some of his awards and
positions are as follows:
Cub Scout Award Chairman;
Club
Kiwanis
Chairman
Alert; Lay
Operation Drug
Minister Church of Christ; pastpresident of the Kentucky
Society of Hospital Pharmacists; Chairman Calloway
County Council of Drug
Education; and is a member of
the Kentucky Society of
Pharmacists,
Hospital
American Pharmaceutical _
Association, and American
Society of Hospital Pharmacists.
His experiences, activities,
and honors include the
following:
Named "Pharmacist of the
Year" for the State of Kentucky
1971; has published articles in
the national drug paper "Drug
Topics" and in the "KentuCky
Pharmacist;" and received the
Kiwanis "Distinguished Service
Award" from the Murray
chapter November, 1971.
Of more than 80 entries in the
competition for Outstanding
Young Man in the State of
Kentucky, Ails placed in the top
ten.
He has been directly involved
in work against drug abuse for
(Continued on Page Ten)
FIREMEN CALLED
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the Carter
Elementary School on South
13th Street on Saturday at 2:10
p.m. This was a grass fire in the
yard of the school. The booster
was used to extinguish the
flames.

Bill Seale has been eladad
presideat of the
Club for this year. - --Other new officers elected for
the year are Rey Cothran, vicepresident; Clyde Roberts,
Collie,
T.C.
secretary;
treasurer; Mrs. Essie Caldwell,
representing the women.
One new position has been
created for this year. This is
and Dan
publicity director
Roberts, is acting In this
—
capacity. - •
Directors for 'se Oaks are
Robert Baar, Auburn Wells,
Howard Giles, Ronnie Babb,
Marshall Gordon, Marvin
Harris, Howard Crittenden,
Fred Pogue, and Jerry Upton.

Two Car Collision
Investigated Here
A two car collision was investigated Saturday at 1:35
p.m. by the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were
listed on the report.
Cars involved were a 1969
Chevrolet four door
sedan
driven by Claude Clinton Henry
of Dexter Route one, and a 1965
Comet -two- door owned by
Dwight -Pace and driven by
—Might Pace of Hardin.
Douglas
Route (Me.
Police said Henry was going
west and
on the parking lot of Central
Shopping Center when the cars
collided. Dandle to the
Chevrolet was on
right side.
front, fender, both doors, ano
leading quarter panel, and to
the Comet on the front end,
grill, bumper, hood, and
radiator.
_

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Despite a declining birth rate,
a new study projects that college enrollment in Kentucky
will continue to climb steadily
until 1982 and then start dropping.
Two factors are projected to
offset the decline in births—a
steady rise in the percentage of
first-graders who finish high
school and a similar increase in
high school graduates going on
to college.
Those are the basic assumptions underlying a study just

misfugsz=s=
The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Cloudy with chance of showers tonight and possible thundershower, low in upper 30s to
low 40s. Decreasing cloudiness
and slightly cooler Tuesday,
high in mid to upper 40s. Wednesay partly cloudy with
chance of showers late in the
day.

Extended Outlook
KENTUCKY
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Chance of rain most
likely late Wednesday and
Thursday. Mild through Thursday and cooler Friday. High in
the 50s Wednesday and Thursday and in the 40s Friday.
Laws will range from the upper
Xis to the upper 30s.

Anniversary And Awards Dinner
Held By Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
The Murray—Kenlake is a unit, and Mrs. Siegfried,
Flotilla of the U.S. Coast Guard CWO Carl Nucilli, commanding
Auxiliary held its first annual .officer of the Tennessee River
anniversary and awards dinner Coast Guard Station based at
at the Holiday Inn on Friday Paris Landing, and Mrs.
19, Nucilli, and Chief Doug Pearce
February
evening,
celebrating the chartering Of -from -the— Boating Safety
the Flotilla a Year ago Una Detachment in Paducah.
"C4864414% -tha—Awards were presented to the
-1
"
splial accomplishments of two members of the Flotilla,
I of its members.
Ken
Forsee and
Robert
Commander Neale -B. Stevens, who had completed
Mason, as host and emcee, over fifty Courtesy Motorboat
recognized the speical guests Examinations last summer.
attending the dinner, who were
Commander Mason presented
Dr. Robert Horton, vice com- a gift of appreciation from the
modore of the Soughern Region Flotilla to immediate Past
of the Auxiliary 2nd District, Flotilla Commander Don
and Mrs. Horton, Lester Burchfield
whose
under
Siegfried, Captain of Division
(Ceatinned on Page Ten)
27 ot which the Murray Flotilla

released by the Kentucky Commission on Higher Education
The study was done by Dr.
Ronald B. Thompson, executive
dean of testing and evaluation
at the Ohio State University.
The base year for the report
was the current school year,
when enrollment in all state
and private colleges and universities in Kentucky came to
96,000 students.
Thompson's 71-page report
projects that will rise by 18 per
cent, to 113,000, by 1975 and by
another 14 per cent, to nearly
13,800, by 1980. He projected
college enrollment to peak at
139,000 in 1982 and then start
falling steadily to 128,200 in
1985.
Thompson projects enrollment at nearly all private and
state schools to follow the same
general pattern until 1982 or
1983 and then start to fall.
Thus, Thompson's enrollment
projections for each school
rests solely on the increasing

GjAP) — President
on met today with -China's
top leaders, holding separate
-4dks with Mao Tse4ung and
Chou En-lai. Then, at a banquet
in his honor, he said he was appealing to them to "start a long
march together" with the
United States toward peace.
"Not in lockstep," the Presit said, "but on different
roads toward the same goal."
Both sides acknowledged the
wide differences between Communist China and capitalist
America but -both expressed a
desire for peaceful relations
without compromising principles.
Nixon's remarks were made
at an informal banquet given
by the Chinese for him and
Mrs. Nixon in the Great Hall of
the People off to one side of
Tien An Men Square—the
Square of Heavenly Peace.
At the banquet, Chou spelled
out China's terms for the establishment of diplomatic relations
between Washington and Peking.
And the President told Chou

_
there is no need for the United
States and China to be enemies,
as they have been for the past
20 years"
It was the final event of Nixon's historic arrival day on the
Chinese mainland as the first
American president ever to do
SO.

He had spent an hour with
Chairman Mao, the 78-year-old
supreme leader of Chinese
communism. Afterward the
meeting was described as
"frank and serious" by both
the Americans and the Chinese.
In Commiinist phraseology,
frank and serious usually
means disagreement.
Then the President conferred
with Premier Chou.
Next came the banquet for
the Nixons and the other Americans with them. A Chinese
band played American and Chinese tunes and the Nixons ate
with chopsticks.
Chou sat next to the Nixons
during the dinner and made his
(Continued on Page Ten)

Squad Answers
Ws Sunda Afternoon

The Murray Rescue Squad
Hazel call were Max Dowdy,
answered two calls Sunday. Aaron Dowdy, Ed Jennings,
Called to the Thurston Furches Jim Johnson, Bernard Steen,
farm north of Lynn Grove, the Mike Farley, Jim Wilkinson,
squad was forced to leave to go Gordon Wirt, Jerry Edwards,
to Hazel for a brush fire that and David Wrye.
threatened the school building.
Three outbuildings were
listed as a total loss at the
Furches farm. The cause of the
fires was unknown, but the
blaze spread to a field and pine
thicket nearby.
The Murray State University
The squad arrived on the
Club will hold its first
Dames
scene at 3:15 p.m. and was
meeting of the spring semester
called to the Hazel school at 4:00
on Tuesday, February 22, at
p.m.
p.m. in Room Four of the
seven
numbers of students finishing
The brush fire at Hazel was in
Student Union Building.
high school and going on to col- a field east of the Hazel School.
A program will be presented
lege. He apparenly is assuming The field and some utility poles
"Flower Arrangement" , by
on
that the same percentage of had caught fire and threatened
Poppy Shoppe.
students from each county will to spread to the school The
married women attending
All
priparticular
a
to
go
choose to
buildings.
whose husbands attend
or
MSU
vate versus public college as
The Murray Police Departtime students, are
was the case in the base year ment and Hazel Police and Fire MSU as full
attend.
to
invited
of 1971-72.
Departments also answered the
Also on Wednesday night,
However, enrollment at Ken- call and assisted the Rescue
tucky's 21 private colleges, Squad. The fire was ex- February 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the
dropped for the fourth con- tinguished by use of the booster. Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
secutive year last fall while toPersonnel answering the
tal college enrollment eantinued Furches call were: Max Dowdy, Association, Main and 7th
to rise, with state schools tak- Jim Johnson, Ed Jennings, Streets, the Dames Club will
begin its Beginners Bridge
ing up the balance.
Aaron Dowdy, Gordon Wirt,
One of the few instances in Jim Wilkinson, Mike Farley, Club. All interested members
are urged to sign up at
which Thompson made an addi- and Bernard Steen.
Tuesday's meeting.
the
answering
Personnel
(Continued on Page Ten)

MSU Dames Club To
Meet On Tuesday

Story Hour Planned
At Public Library

KENTUCKY Cloudy, windy
with widely scattered light
showers today and Tuesday and
a few thundershowers tonight.
Warming trend this afternoon,
then cooler Tuesday. High today in low 50s east to low 60s
west. Lows tonight in the 30s to
low 40s. High Tuesday in the
40s and 50s.

ICE

Murray-Kenlake Flotilla Commander Neale B. Mason, left,
discusses with Lester Siegfried, Captain of Division 27 of the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary, what members may do to increase
boating "known-how" among boat operators and passengers on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.

College Enrollment In State
Predicted To Continue Climb

IN1111111111======.1112e
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Appeals For Nations To
Work Together For Peace

Seale Named As
Oaks President
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Kentucky
Robert Glie Jeffrey, right, principal of the Murray Middle School,is shown accepting the
flag being presented by members of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy to the school. Left to right are MISS Maude NINE*,tweretary at the chapter, Mrs. John J.
1904 at
Livesay, and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, chapter president. The local UDC chapter, organized in
tnala
the home of Mrs. Effie Gatlin by Mrs. WS.Swann and Mrs. Annie Schroeder, has as me of its
projects for the year the promoting of the use of the Kentucky flag in thelehools.

Story Hour at the Calloway
County Public Library this
week will be a film of the
famous story, "The Red
Balloon" by Albert Lamorisse.
The story is about a little boy
named Pascal who lived in
Paris and whose best friend was
a large magic balloon.
A story and filmstrip titled.
"The Yellb* Balloon," by
Edward Fenton will also be a
Part of the program.
are
3-5
Hermitage
age
Children from
Navy Lieutenant Ben.1-.Hogancamp, son of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hogancamp of
*as
Murray,
of
all
invited to the Wednesday
Road.
Benton
of
Lassiter
Miss
Andrea
former
the
or
Drive, and husband
Millington, Tenn It
morning session from 10:00promoted to his present rank during ceremonies at Naval Air Station Memphis,
officer 'right' and
11:00 and school age children
Hogan camp had his shoulder boards put on by the Air Station's commanding
cal Wednesday r afternoon froza_ Ns*,Fwelasuge Meet Heigirljlee graduate of Murray StateUnfiersity.
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Abortion In Kentucky:
Time For Reform
CHANCES THAT the 1972 General Assembly will
liberalize Kentucky's abortion law, the subject of
hearings before a House judiciary subcommittee
this week and next, are not considered good even
though the—PeoPosals for elan& are modils :Yet the
Ptiblic debate,ona subject,once _almost aaliusli7hush.
as venereal disease, is useful in focusing attention on.
another example of swiftly crumbling intrusion by
society as a whole on the private rights of an individual.
—
Under present law, Kentucky permits abortions
001y to save 4 mother's life. The proposed changes
would add three other justifications: (1) when the
mother's physicaior mental health is threatened,
(2) when there is serious risk of a defective child
being born, and (3) when the pregnancy is the result
of a crime such as rape or incest. In each case, the
decision would have to be certified by three doctors.
These are all sound reasons, from a medical and
sociological viewpoint,for terminating a pregnancy.
The feeling in Frankfort right now, however, seems
to be that Kentucky isn't ready for even this limited
reform. And yet, as most of those testifying at the
first two days' hearings declared, the only rightful
action for the legislature to take would be simply to
remove the entire section relating to abortion from
_the state penal code.
Medical, not legal
One good reason for this is that abortion laws
generally are discriminatory. The rich have
abortions and the poor have babies, a situation
which will continue as long as there is any kind of
restricrinie law enthe books, and especially as more
tesjeinthe trend toward making abortion legally
available. Furthermore, the requirements of the
„prosiased Kentuckyjaw-for example, that three
doctors certify the reasons for the abortion and that
it must be done in a hospital-would add greatly to

John H. Glenn, Jr., broke the space trail for the free world
yesterday with a magnificent leap into orbit that carried him
three times around the earth to splash down in the Atlantic.
Johnny Winter, son of Prof. and Mrs. J. C. Winter, was named
as the outstanding student on academic achievement, activities,
and school citizenship at Murray College High.
Mrs. Glindel Reaves and daughter, Carolyn, presented a
musical program at the meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.0. C. Wells narrated the program on
travels with special music by the guests.
Miss Sharon Rose Gordon and Arwood Park were married
February 2 at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

The Kenlake Hotel is the name chosen for the new $600,000 hotel
at Kentucky Lake State Park. The name was selected from
among 1,393 submitted to state officials.
Eugene Armstrong of the Murray Training School FFA Chapter
was presented a $25 war bond by the Louisville Courier-Journal
for his outstanding farm program.
In basketball Almo won over Hardin 65 to 51 and Lynn Grove
beat Benton 74 to 66.
Births reported include a girl to W.and Mrs. Billy Joe Farris
on February 16, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Parker on
February 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Kelly of East Prairie, Mo., have been the
guests of her parents, Mr.and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer.

the expense of the operation without necessarily
increasing its safety.
But there is a much stronger argument for total
repeal of the law. Abortion is a surgical procedure
and should be, like all other forms of surgery, a
medical rather than a legal matter. Whether a
woman chooses to continue with a pregnancy she
didn't plan or prefers to terminate it, promptly and
safely, is a matter to be decided between herself, her
doctor and her conscience. The state has no more
valid role to play in this decision than it does on
whether she may use birth-control pills or decide for
herself the number of children she wants.
The argument usually advanced for governmental
participation in this decision-making is that it is
I will bless the Lord at all times his pndsoalsaceatinually be
acting on behalf of the
unborn child. But this is In my mouth.—Psalm 34:1.
not the state's actual role now. The present KenAt all times?Continually? No exceptions? This has always been
the life of great saints, like the Psalmist,and like Paul.
tucky law, like most other restrictive abortions
statutes, was written at a time when any surgery
had many more hazards accompanying it than
today, and its principal intent was to protect the
woman. Thus the woman who undergoes an illegal
abortion is not guilty of any legal offense; the
abortionist isn't charged with murder unless the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
woman herself dies.
The nonpolitical citizens who pay the bulk
But what about the unborn child's rights? So far, of the taxes and furnish the voiceless men
the courts have maintained that legally it has none. who are sent to war will never cease to
Morally, apart from the very basic question of
one President, preferably
whether the right to be born, wanted and loved is wonder why just
bravely and unselfishly
won't
in
our
time,
more important than the right to new life under any
temptations
of power and give
forgo
the
circumstances, the argument usually hinges on the
day
to nonpolitical
single
a
just
over
point at which a set of human cells assume a
separate human identity. And at that point the decisions; like holding a rough-and-tumble
medical and religious arguments often start to press conference_ or telling the Democrats
ignore the right' of mature adults to have a say in to come over any time or giving Henry
their own lives_
Kissinger a day off to build, against fbe
There are no absolute answers to such questions possibility of future need, a leakproof dog
as at what point do any rights the embryo might
house.
have infringe on those of the woman whose body is
"Few men have the virture to
acting as unwilling host, and whether a woman
shouldn't have the freedom to decide whether and
Withstand the highest bidder."
when her body is to be used for child-bearing. They
—George Washington—
can only be answered by each individual on an individual basis. And like many other socalled "ofstate or the knowledge or opportunity to seek such
fenses against morality", the choice to abort an
help, must have continued their unplanned
unwanted pregnancy should not be a subject for
pregnancies to term; and a large proportion of the
criminal legislation.
resulting unwanted children will be -emotionally
Nor should the views, of the majority prevail
scattred for life.
over those of a minority when it comes to moral
Kentucky may not be "ready" yet for the
issues. After all, it's not a matter of insisting that all
responsibility which such a freedom of choice enwomen with unplanned pregnanciesseek abortions
tails. But if the legislators don't even tale the lesser
or that all qualified doctors perform them, but that
step of adopting the proposed, minimal abortion
any woman who chooses to and any doctor who is
reform, they can be certain that it will return to
willing to should be free to act according to their
haunt them at future sessions. Federal legislation to
own convictions.
repeal all abortion laws in the nation is to be inIt Won't ge away
troduced soon in Congress7--- —Many national
At least 2,000 Kentucky women have chosen
medical groups and
organizations, including
abortion since volunteer counseling and referral
churches, have come out for total repeal. This is one
services Were frri—
t-Offeffed in this-state in -1970.-- isitue that-meet certainly won't just-fade!way.
Thetiiinds morijacking the means to travel out of
...The Courier—Journal

Isn't It The Truth!

programs and performance by
By SFC Jerry Work
The world's food supply is
various ceremonial units.
U. S. ARMY MILITARY
The exposition is designed as
POLICE ENLISTMENT OPunder attack by pests in the
a marketing showcase for U.S.form of insects, fungi and TION
rodents. But these pests can be
Effective 1 February 1972, the built advanced transportation
effectively controlled only with Army offers a new enlistment systems and will feature
chemicals called pesticides. option for the Military Police. displays of all modes of tranHowever, pesticides, which are
The new enlistment option sportation.
essential to largescale food guarantees Advanced InLetter Contest Winners
production,. are also under dividual Training in Law EnThree members of the Army
attack.
forcement and choice of were among 13 winners in the
That's the message of assignment to one of the 1971
Letters From Armed
"Pesticides in Focus," a new 16 following Military Police (MP) Forces Personnel Award
min color film now available units for a minimum period of program
sponsored
by
on free loan from Shell Oil 16 months after completion of Freedoms Foundation at Valley
Company.
Forge, Pa.
training:
The 25-minute documentary
30th MP Bn,'Presidio of San
The three winners will
was produced by the Shell filmFrancisco, cA
receive $100 each and a George
unit. It details the role Oi
503d MP Bn, Fart Bragg, NC Washington honor medal for
chemical
pesticides
in
508th MP Bn, Fort Riley, KS their letters on the topic, "What
protecting food supplies for
518th MP Bn, Fort Hood, TX Is An American?"
ever increasing populations
SQ5 Kathleen L. Kea, a
519th-MP- Bn, Fort Meade,
around the world.
MD
-medical technician assigned to
explains how
The film
759th MP Bn, Fort Dix, NJ
William Beaumont General
chemicals help fight disease
If you are a high school Hospital, El Paso, TX.; Cadetand crop losses. It then traces graduate or a high school Sergeant Dennis Chai Hall Kim,
the painstaking laboratory and senior, check with your local Advanced ROTC- -al --the
field tests required to insure Army Recruiter Sergeant Jerry University of Hawaii, and
t pesticides_will be effective _Work aLtheShopping.Plaza on Major Robert E. Miller,.
against selected pests, and, at highway 121 South, in Mayfield, Army National Guard, were thE
ta Present --OF---014-247-4526. -443ollecti for.. .Aemyze---reeipienta -of-awards,,-the-same
minimum hazard to other forms more information on this new
Well Pay You to
of life,
enlistment option.
Learn to Fly With Us
Groups or organizations can
Soldier Awarded Navy Cross
If you've got at least a high
borrow the film by writing the
For his valor in the Republic school diploma, we'll teach you
Shell Film Library, 450 N. of Vietnam while rescuing Navy how to fly. And we'll pay you
Meridian St., Indianapolis, airmen, Captain Kenneth while you learn. When you
Indiana 46204.
, Ledford, Jr., Westland, Mich., finish the course, you'll be an
A catalog describing other has become the first Army Army aviator with the rank and
educational and general
member to receive the Navy pay of a Warrant Officer. If you
terest films available for free Cross for action in Vietnam.
think flying is your king of
loan from Shell can be obtained
Captain Ledford was
challenge, check with your local
by writing to the library.
presented the medal recently Army Recruiter Sergeant Jerry
for his heroism Sept. 15, 1970, Work,at the Shopping Plaza, in
when he piloted an Army Mayfield, or cam
247-4525
medical evacuation helicopter. (collect) for an appointment.
His aircraft was flying on a
mission when it came under
fire. He was forced to leave the
area, but retuped later with
four armed Navy choppers in
support. Bursts of ,enemy fire
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
downed soico of thslinvy ships,
Southern Stat.S Industrial Council
disabled a third and damaged a
M. Luther Ilahs, has anfourth.
nounced
another star in the allDespite the enemy fire,
THE PUBLIC BROADCASTING BIAS
Captain Ledford, then a first star line-up of talent to appear
WASHINGTON, D.C.—While the Corporation for Public lieutenant, quickly rescued ono. this year's KFVS Telethon
Broadcasting has been responsible for some interesting en- Navy crewman from one of the for Cerebral Palsy, March 4 & 5.
tertainment on TV, it apparently cannot resist the temptation-to helicopters, which had crashed
Famed Country and Western
present liberal political commentary in the guise of news and into a lake. With the support of singer, Johnny Tillotson, will
analysis.
one of the damaged choppers act as co-host along with Shari
Clay T. Whitehead, director of telecommunications for the
191
/
2 hour
still flying, he landed near the Lewis for the
Nixon administration, recently told the Senate Subcommittee on second downed aircraft and marathon event. Mr. Tillotson
Constitutional Rights that establishment of a national news show
held his ground until his crew is remembered for his first
on public television is "contrary to the spirit" of the legislation had
number-one record "Goodbye
extracted the wounded. „
which created the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. He
Mr. Tewrs".Some of his other
The
r
ffiWaiirnanglirraiie
charged that restrictions on CPB written into the Public
of enemy bullets and exploding songs that he recorded that
Broadcasting Act of 1967 had become meaningless. "They motors,
made the top 10 charts were
Captain Ledford took
produce and write ( national) programs anyway," Mr. Whitehead
"Dreamy Eyes", "Without
off
and
sped
the
patients
to
said. His remarks were specifically addressed to a national news safety.
You", "Poetry in Motion",
program that premiered on public TV in Washington Feb. 2 and
"True True, Happiness", "It
Aside
from
the
Medal
of
featured Sander Vanocur, ultra-liberal commentator formerly
Honor, the Navy Cross is the Keeps Right on a Hurtin", and
associated with the National Broadcasting Company. Mr.
highest award given by the the famed "Send Me The Pillow
Vanocur makes no secret of his pronounced liberal bias.
Navy for
extraordinary That you Dream On", and
Ironically, Mr. Vanocur is receiving $85,000 a year for his
heroism
in
connection
with "Heartaches By the Number".
-service as a CPB commentator.
Mr. Tillotson has been touring
military
operations
against
an
The intention of Congress in approving the Public Broadcasting
the country and has made the
opposing
armed
force.
Act was to place emphasis on local programming. But CPB has
Copa Cabana audiences in New
Army to Participate
aimed at fashioning an American version of the BBC ( the British
York stand with ovations.
In
Transpo-72
Broadcasting Corp.), which is what Congress very definitely
Besides Miss Lewis and Mr.
Exhibits
and
demonstrations
- intended to avoid. In Britain, the BBC today has lost viewer and
Tillotson,
Eleen Fulton-"Lisa' listener confidence as a result of its role as a media outlet for the will highlight Army par- st "As The World Turns", will
ticipation
in
the
United
States
liberal-left establishment.
International Trasportation be at the KFVS studios in
The orientation of the CPB was made very clear on Mr. Exposition (
person to entertain during the
TRANSQ072) at
Vanocues program broadcast immediately following the Dulles International Airport, 191
/
2 hour production to raise
President's State of the Union message. Mr. Vanocur has near Washington, D.C., May 27- funds for those afflicted with
assembled a panel of commentators. All but two of the panel were June 4.
Cerebral Palsy throughout the
liberal-left in their views. Mr. Vanocur intoned: "To discuss
The Army exhibits and area.
domestic affairs we have
Then he rattled off the names of a demonstrations will be designed
Mr. Hahs has said that all
liberal-left group, including Dr. Richard Barnet, director of the to
display peaceful application persons are invited to come
Institute for Policy Studies, a radical think tank in Washington; of the
Army's transportation down to the station and meet
Charles Evers, liberal politician and defeated gubernatorial and
technological develop- and greet the stars.
candidate from Mississippi; Stephen Hess, former Rivlin, a
ments.
former FLEW official in the Johnson administration; and Tom
SLAVERY PROHIBFIED
Plans call for an aircraft
On Jan. 31, 1865, slavery was
Wicker, associate editor of the New York Times, kneejerk liberal
demonstration of precision prohibited in U.S.
possessioas.
and prisoner rights activist.
flight, medical evacuation and
It is bad enough that the networks slant the news and present
civilian application of the
rigged commentaries such as "The Selling Of The Pentagon." It
helicopter by a helicopter
Is intolerable that money from taxpayers should be used to
demonstration team.
present biased offerings of this sort.
Other Army participation, not
If the taxpayers object to this use of their money, now is the
directly
related to trantime for them to write to their congressmen and protest. Efforts
sportation will include the
are being made to provide CPB with additional funds. Though the
administration is aware of the politics of CPB newscasters, it Golden Knights, musical
nevertheless is supporting a large increase in funds for public
broadcasting for 1973. U.S. Rep. Torbert H. Macdonald ( D-Mass)
has proposed a funding system even more to the liking of CPB
officials. He would have Congress provide money for public
braodcasting for a five-year period. If Sander Vanocur and other
CPB liberals could get funding on that basis, they would be home
free. They wouldn't have to worry about taxpayer objections or
congressional criticism. It is imperative, therefore, that
Congressman Macdonald's bill be rejected by the House. It also
would be in the public interest for Congress to reject the administration's proposal for an expanded CPB budget. One place
the CPB could save is in the "salaries" section of the CPB. It is
absurd and shocking that a liberal commentator should be paid
almost twice the salary of a member of Congress.
Leaving finances aside, it is important that Congress take steps
to prevent expansion of the ideological monopoly of the airw4e;.
3
Edith Efron, a writer for TV Guide and author of "The
Twisters," has rightly said that the monopoly that controls the
airwaves "is an immense danger to this country." Miss Efron
recently told a Senate hearing that "This artificial tyranny" by
commentators with a liberal-left bias "must be destroyed." The
solid bloc of liberal-left commentators constitutes the biggest
The scream
First Amendment threat in decades. These commentators
you hear may
systematically deny viewing and listening audiences access to the
be your own'
of
our
times.
story
full
In the last year or so, public awareness of bias on the networks
has increased considerably, partly as the result of Vice President
Agnew's informed criticism. But even as the networks have been
made to realize public indignation, the CPB has been busy
devising programs that would worserithesituation with rgapect
slanting the news. The Sander Vanocur program on The State of
the Union speech is a case in point. Now is the time to remedy the
INARMY
MOM
situation—before the presidential campaign begiins in earnest...and_
PANAVISION't...IECHNICOLOB•
airwiSaw-sp-011ad---110glorify liberals -Ind meal Asinthe
Warne!' Bros, A Kinney Company
servatives.
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Coffee Cup Chatter

section in the third. These are
Association will be held at
fiber glass reinforced plastic
Monday, February 21
Baptist
Creek
parts that fit together under any
-The Penny Homemakers Club Jonathan
ceiling. —Mrs.
Inn at Assembly at seven p.m. with
will
eight-foot
meet
Holiday
the
at
When donating clothing to a
Amonett, Courthouse,
ten a.m. with Mrs. Vernon Rev. James Bean as the S.S.
rummage sale, be considerate Juanita
Director.
Ky. 42001 Phone-442Paducah,
Moody as hostess.
of those running the sale and the
2718.
purchasers. If possible, make
The Zeta Department of the
The CaptairT7aTnes Campen
simple repairs such as securing
Chapter, Kentucky Society, Murray Woman's Club will
Geneses
Eve,
with
started
It
buttons and snaps. Of course,
American meet at the club house at 7:30
Sons of the
neatly presssed and hangered III:7 tells us. "And they
Revolution will have a p.m. Hoste*es will be
and
together
leaves
fig
sewed
or folded items are most apWashington's birthday lun- Mesdames William Barker,
themselves aprons." And
pealing. Most important, made
cheon at the Colonial House W.C. Elkins, Glen Hodges,
going
been
has
sewing
home
launder garments before giving
Smorgasbord at twelve noon. Ralph McCuistoon Jose Smith,
clothing
them away. Even clothing that strong ever since. All
and Gene Lovins.
at home until the
made
was
has been stored in boxes or
Tuesday, February 22
War. Uniform factories
Civil
The Current Missions Group
plastic bags for some time
Campus Lights, 35th annual
proved the practicality of
of the Memorial Baptist Church version, will open at 8:15 p.m. at
needs the refreshment of
The
wear.
men's
line
thorough landering.—Dean assembly
will meet at the home _of Mrs. the Murray State University
home sewing' market is one
Verna Mae Stubblefield, 905 auditorium. Tickets are $2.00
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
bright spot in a depressed soft
DEAR ABBY: A "WILLING WIDOW" wrote that she
Ky. 42066 Phone-247-2334.
Main Street, at two p.m.
each.
that
her
told
the
he
of
one
is
and
but
goods area
wanted to marry a wonderful widower,
therefastest growing businesses in
had had surgery which terminated his sex life and
he
eSixth Annual
PACKAGED BATHROOMS the country. In fact, some
The
third
and
final
fore would not marry her.
faculty honor lecture will be Philosophy Colloquium,
are the first available people in industry think it may
that
Bibles
of
said she had sworn to him on a stack
She
held at the University School sponsored by the Department of
"packaged room" on the rate as high as number two,
Italian cuisine sets the stage for something special in
sex was of little importance to her, but he still wouldn't
auditorium it 7:3,0 p.m. Dr. Philosophy, will be held in
marker. They can be pur- surpassed only by the liquor
judging by its popularity in almost every home.
eating,
marry her.
Gordon will be the Room 213 of Wilson Hall,
Marshall
extra special dining with Italian charm is now
chased that require as little as industry. A recent survey by
Instant
stack
higher
She appealed to you, and you said: "Get a
principal speaker.
4'8" by 5'2" of floor space. Seventeen Magazine discovered
Murray State University, at at your command—with frozen prepared veal parmigiana
of Bibles!"
dinners.
Everything is included except that home sewing is the number
three p.m. Dr. Franklin
Abby, your answer greatly disappointed me. That womTake a taste of the breaded parmigiana and you'll find
The
Club
Panorama
Birthday
Robinson
shower curtain, towels and one hobby among teenagers and
will
discussion
a
lead
her
.-flevor "sup<abo'" It's.she ca‘mley c-quire Lif red-ripe. • $1
an sk_sesp't mead a higher stack of Bibles. She and
will
meet
one
at
at
p.m.
be
on
"The
must
Morality ol Man"
— soap. The plumbing
that 25 percent of them own
onions, and spices. Four kinds of cheese mingle in the topgentleman friend need a good sex manual.
home of Mrs. William Moffett. Public is invited.
roughed in of course. The bath their own personal sewing
ping . . . Mozzarella, Romano, Parmesan, and Cheddar.
It is tragic that so many men believe that because of a
All ladies in the neighborhood..
room comes in three basic machines. —Catherine C.
Ar'nn1PYinit.thee'terftPr chupPaci..vcal arc .-pcss..ia butter
physical condition, or advanced age, they are"useless sessauce, juicy cooked Apples, and a piping hot lemon muffin
are invited to attend.
sections and each will slip Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
ually. It simply is not true! Just as a man who has lost a
for a_piquant note.
-thretigh-e -30-ineh-wide-door: ?hone —2391353: - ; ----- wtrtowernrnstlearrrtelimb mod-learn "Ww21214111/1,1111tt
Because this is an instant that,Ton have pt my uf thi
The Murray Quota Club will
The floor, lower wall section
to "arrange" an easy party dessert while the frozen dinners
satisfy his partner with other techniques. He sounds like
of
Brown
G.
Minnie
Miss
Southside
the
at
noon
12
at
meet
and tub is in one section; the
heat. Suggestion: -L,ady fingers lusciously combined with preIn undeveloped countries,
such a fine unselfish man. Please reconsider and suggest a
Hardin has been dismissed
Restaurant.
middle wall section in another, there is less than one acre of ---seally explicit "baw_to" book.
pared chocolate pudding and whipped topping. Or mix up an
from the Western Baptist
intriguing new continental topping for ice cream.
and the ceiling and upper wall arable land per person; in
MRS. L. M. IN COLUMBIA, MO.
•
The Murray Chapter of the Hospital, Paducah.
developed countries, it is about •
Secretaries
National
DEAR MRS. M.: Yee are absolutely right! I'll take le
DREAMY CHOCOIATI'SWIRL
two acres. —Maxine Griffin,
ever come Association will meet at seven
I've
alallital
te"
lam_
best
the
with
whacks
Clinton, Ky. 42032.
* Tettp-whippe4 iopplep-------with
Inn
Holiday
-?-15-31T.-11 -12*I
across. It's "A Doctor Speaks on Sexual Expression la
4 lady fingers, split mod-;
1 cup repared chocolate
guest
as
Tate
Lillian
Miss
.
Marriage," by Donald W. Hastings. ("Human Sexual Rehalved
change
note
Members
speaker.
sponse" by Masters and Johnson is also excellent, but ire in
wlOppeck _
date and make reservations
In bowl, stir rum, extract into pudding. Fold
twice as thick!1
topping. Place half the lady fingers around sides of each
with
Sims.
Carol
Mrs.
DODD BOY
sherbet dish. Spoon in pudding. Makes 2 servings.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kent Dodd
DEAR ABBY: In regard to the teen-ager who wanted to
The
Parent-Teacher
Kirksey
Another delightful courtesy are the parents of a baby son,
Mrs. Danny Cunningham
entertain her friends at home, but got a lot of static from
Association will meet at the opened her home for the
extended to Miss Rita Harris, Joe Kent Jr., weighing six
her Dad who criticized their music, their dancing, and
school at 1:45 p.m.
meeting of the newly formed
March"4th bride-elct of Jimmy pounds four ounces, born on
-complained about the noise:
Kirksey Homemakers Club held
Y.Stroud, was the coffee held in Monday, January 10, at the
We've always encouraged our 16-year-old daughter to
Wednesday, February 23
_
the Red Room of the Holiday Riley Hospital Meridian, Miss.
have her friends over. We have pizza and soft drinks for
Women of the Oaks Country on Thursday, February 10,-st
The father is stationed with
afternoon.
the
in
o'clock
Inn on Saturday, February 12,
one
them, plus we sit in the kitchen watching black and white
Club will play bridge at 9:30The president, Mrs. Jamie
from ten o'clock in the morning the Navy Reserves at the Naval
TV while the kids are in the living room with the color set.
a.m Members make reserAir Station, Meridian.
Bobby
to twelve noon.
Now, I ask you, when things turn up missing after her
vations by Tuesday noon with Potts, presided. Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and
scripture
the
read
Satterwhite
The gracious hostesses for the
friends have been here, what do we do? Also, my husband
Della Boggess, hostess, 753from Proverbs 3:13-18. Mrs.
bridal occasion were Mesdames Mrs. Albert Dodd of Murray
'has sinus trouble, but those kids light up one cigaret after 6270.
Mrs.
and
Johnny
Mr.
and
Howard
Furgers-on,
Rodney Tidwell called the roll
Bill
another until the whole house smells like a poolhall Then
The Baptist Women of the with each member answering
Brandon, W.C. Adams, James Nelson of Benton Route Five.
they walk out without even a goodby or thank you to the
Kirksey Baptist Church will with her birthday and sign of
Washer, Alvis Jones, Thomas Great grandparents are Mr.
parents.
meet at the church at seven the zodiac.
Murray,
Mrs.
of
and
Dodd
Bert
H.T.
McCoy,
Hopkins, Allen
When we see some kids in our home we've never seen
p in. with Mrs. Howard Darnell
Mrs. Mary Turner of Paris,
Norman
"New Sewing Techniques,"
Danner, and
before and ask our daughter to introduce us, she says:
d•• the program leader.
Tenn., and Mr. Lovett of
a
dealing in leather, leather look
Culpepper.
"They don't do things like that anymore." [Don't they?]
alikes, and fake furs, was the
Miss Harris chose to wear Hardin. A great great grandPlease answer this in the paper. I think other parents
The Acteens of the First main lesson given by Mei.
from her trousseau a beautiful mother is Mrs. Effie Farris of
_might be interested IR your NAT, TWO OW SQUARES _
Baptist Church will meet at 5:30 Danny Cunningham. Mrs. Keith
turquoise figured long pier Murray.
DEAR SQUARES: When *kg, tarn up "missing." you p in. at the home of Mrs. Hays modeled a beautiful fur
skirt with solid turquoise
should promptly inform your daughter, who should in turn Stedman Baker for their cape made by Mrs. Grady
blouse. Her mother, Mrs.
program. Supper will be served. Stubblefield.
question her friends.
Marvin Harris, wore a Oak knit
•
can't
it
you
If
find
eliminate
to
Tor
some
way
effective
Refreshments we're servettbr
dress. They both'hadliostesseS'
24
Febrissry
Thursday,
it.
tolerate
you
to
but
have
smoke,
may
the
least
minimize]
Mrs. Cunningham to Mesdames
gift corsages of red tipped
The Magazine Club will have Potts, Satterwhite, Tidwell,
peepie with manners still say goodby and thank you.
white carnations.
I don't know who "they" are, but parents should be a luncheon at the Murray Barletta Wrather, James
The beautifully appointed
Mrs. Bill Wrather was hostess
Introduced to everyone who spends an evening in their
Woman's Club House at one Gibson, Lynn Robinson, Dwain
coffee table, overlaid with a red
for the meeting of the Harris
home.
p.m.
Elkins, Don Marine, Keith
cloth, was centered with an
Grove Homemakers Club held
arrangement of red carnations
youth Hays, Darrell Parker, Johnny
all
of
meeting
special
A
on Wednesday, February 9.
DEAR ABBY: Those letters from secretaries and their of the First Baptist Church will Adams, and Carol Frazier.
and white pompoms with tiny
A lesson on "Sewing
dilemmas over receiving pornographic mail addressed to be held at the Youth Center Sixteen children were also
red hearts. Red and white
was given by Mrs.
present.
Valentine napkins were used. Techniques"
their bosses gave me a great big pain.
_from 6:30_to nine p.m.
Marvin Parks.
The nett meeting will be held
In the first place, what Is
aphy?" Even the
The appointments were AI in
SUNSHINE LOOK—The cool and- comfortable feblof
plans were made
Tentative
silver.
on Thursday, March 9,at twelve
United States Supreme Court can't agree. Suffice it to say
Conference
School
Sunday
A
Cotton is a natural for spring and summer. Catalina opts
a
for
be
rummage
to
sale
held
Guests signed the register at
- that it's every secretary's duty to open her bogs' mail and for the Blood River Baptist noon at the home of Mrs. Don
for a dot-shot cotton print in fresh orange and white for
for
18.
March
this smart shirt and shorts ensemble.
Marine.
give it to him. If he didn't order any of the porno and
the table centered with a bud
A work day was held at the
doesn't care to receive it, I am sure he knows how to put a
vase filed with red carnations.
stop to it. If he did request it, what right has a secretary to
The bride-elect was presented home of Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones
withhold it from her boss?
with an electric blanket as a for the purpose of making
One of my bosses used to get postcards regularly urging
wedding gift from the hostesses. candles and telephone caddies.
Members said they hoped
him to call a certain number to arrange for a "massage."
Eighty persons were included
that Mrs. Azzie Lewis will be
He laughed and told me to throw such cards in the basket.
in the guest list.
out of the hospital and back with
Another boss I worked for [a well-known political figure]
The monthly meeting of the
the club soon.
asked me if I would be willing to receive copies of a certain
Progressive Homemakers Club
Refreshments were served by
magazine at my home, because his wife wouldn't permit
war held in the home of Mrs.
the hostess.
them in the house. I agreed, and brought them to the office
Walter Sagrera on guesday,
a
in
plain
for
to
envelope
him
read.
The next meeting will be held
February 8, at seven O'clock in
Lest you think I'm an old frump, I hasten to explain
AI&
1 11111 TIMM
on Wednesday, March 8, at 1:30
Ply DillteT•t• DAYS ,
the evening.
95,3
0411-1..11•• I. 1.6.14•1•4•- ter
that I'm happily married, am considered attractive, and
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Bun
owlamo$ .111 0.11 W.;•••
1.• 01••• Akl•
Mrs. Franklin Robinson,
my
of
the
had
sex.
share
from
have
full
passes
opposite
V anal*
Wilkerson.
•..1.1CIDIVI•IICIX 3111• PUC*e
president, presided. The
If I were a boss, I wouldn't want a secretary in whose
devotion was given by Mrs.
presence I had to watch every word for fear of offending
Lashlee Foster, Mrs. Glen
her. A busy executive usually has enough problems at home
Richardson called the roll and
.
and doesn't need more at the office.
read the minutes followed by
MODERN SECRETARY
the treasurer's report by. Mrs.
Leo Blair.
-47
Announcement was made of
the state homemakers meeting
in _Lexington March 22-24.
iteports-Were given by Mrs.
Dishwashers have come a long perleits. you to use your
I
home
riedric Paschall on
way since the first model dishwasher isfflelently and
furnishings and by Mrs.
appeared in 1909. In this early economically.
Robinson in the council
model, a crank turned by hand
meeting.
!
In choosing a dishwasher,
activated plungers in a tub„
"Family Values" was the title
splashing water against dirty you'll keep a keen eye out for
features
that
of
fit
the lesson with Mrs. Glen
your
particular
r
dishes.
needs. You'll also select the
Richardson and Mrs. Donald
automatic
Today's
Ask.
Crawford as the leaders.
dishwashers use powerful water kind of model that fits into
kitchen
action, with extremely hot your
Mrs. Judith Nall gave the
water and a special detergent, to arrangement-built in, craft lesson with Mrs. Glen
get dishes truly clean. Once the free-standing, or portable
Richardson and Mrs. Donald
dishes are loaded, they take
Today's dishwasher needs
Crawford as the leaders.
over the entire dishwashing Job. almost no care as it performs
Mrs. Judith Nall gave the
Most present models dispose the tremendous task of washing
••••1craft
lesson on "Tole Painting"
of soft food, elimi,iating the roughly 48,000 dishes a year for
which the club ;members
need for rinsing or wiping out th• average family Small
plan to do later.
S
dishes. Adjustable or liffout wonder it's high on many "most
Refreshments of Coke, cake._
racks permit easy, random wanted" list of applianr,s
555-1212 is the easy way to get out-ofwere
and Valentine candy
loading.
town
telephone numbers.
and
served by Mrs. Sagrera
In general, newer models hold
more dishes and have loading
Mrs. Glen Richardson.
You just dial "1." Plus, the area code of
space for large platters,
not
present.
Others
Regular price
you want to call if it's different from
the
place
tall
and
odd-shaped
utensils,
9c sq. ft
previously mentioned, were
of
In
glasses.
Capacities
these
century,
17th
the
yours.
Plus
Mrs.
555-1212. And the operator will
Cooper,
Mrs.
Gerald
Plant)
Modern
(Wall to Wall, or In Our
models vary somewhat in the
morning weddings were
Bobby H. Wilson, Mrs. Ruth
the
find
you want. (You might want
number
number of place settings they
strongly deplored for the
Daughaday, Mrs. M.D. Hassell,
reason that the bridegroom
for
jot
to
down
it
will hold. (A place setting
future use.)
Mrs. John White,and Mrs. J. R.
Phone' 753-2553
was apt_ to appear "tmconsists of 11 pieces of china,
Then
can
you
dial your call direct.
Rose.
Goqd thru March 31, 1972.
shaven and wearing dirty or
glaisrare, and silver.)
The next meeting will be held
negligent attire ' ac the reThe new models also %wally
sult of early IT101114411} work
on Tuesday, March'14, at seven
have more washing cycles, from
© South
in the country or of a last
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Glen.
pre-rinse
and
You"
hold
to
gentle
in
Interested
"The Cleaner
Ke..pong you on touch
bachelor
round
of
all-night
action for fine china anc'.
Richardson, 1602 Parklane
I
'
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555-1212 Boston
555-1212 San Francisco
555-1212 Detroit
555-1212 Dallas
555-1212 Atlanta
555-1212 Miami
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By THE ASSOCIATED PREYS
Kentucky and Tennessee, a
half-game apart at the top of
the Southeastern Conference
The Murray State Racers Thoroughbreds, who have lost
The Racers jumped out in basketball standings, are at
avenged an earlier loss to East three straight games in the
front early and never looked home tonight and Kentucky, at
Tennessee by downing the road, two of them OVC
back. Mancini, Starks and least, has a score to settle.
Buccaneers 67-$8 in the Murray decisions. The win also brought
Taylor helped Murray to a 25-17
The Wildcats, topping the
State Fieldhouse Saturday the Racers into a tie with East
rebound edge at the half, which
night.
Tennessee, with each team provided the Racers their 14- conference standings with an
11-2 mark, host Georgia, the
With the Racers all but out of having a 4-6 record in the point, 35-21 lead at the half.
last team to beat the Cats beconference.
the OVC race,enthusiasm at the
Racers turnovers were
-Junior forward Les Taylor led plentiful in the second half, fore they started on a ninefieldhouse had dropped to an
game winning skein.
all-time low, and the low- the Racers with a game -high 30 almost the exact opposite of the
Georgia will try to smash
points.
Three
other
Racers
scoring output of the two teams
first leg of the contest. The Kentucky's record of 45 conmode for an unusually calm starters hit in double figures 'Breds offense was too much for
also. Sophomore center Mar- their guests however, as the secutive conference home court
game at Murray State.
calous
-Starks had 13. Ron hest quint packed their lead to victories.
The Win brought a three game
Tennessee, only a half-game
losing streak to an end for the Williams 11, and Bill Mancini 19 early in the second half.
out of first place with a 10-2
10.
The Bucs did come back with record, welcomes Florida in antwo separate rallies, bringing other crucial contest.
the margin down to nine at one
The other conference conpoint and seven at another. The tender, Alabama, travels to
Racers regained their poise Vanderbilt. The Tide has an 6-3
quickly, though, and went on to league mark.
scilicet the win.
auburn travels to Mississippi
toCilr'§- tate in the only other sEc tat
Tennessee
East
.
.-e-nu-87AR WINNEBS-Allmegpja the Murray Optimist CY
HMI&DIM aid son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Harrell, Murray
advantage of the turnover Louisiana State arid MInd
Tri-Star Basketball Contest were left to right: Don HargnrV—tidablehadl'anYnnind silos. 1.24Year aid ann ni Mr. and sirsold imps of Mr. and Mn. T.E.Hargrove,
eme and, in the
edge t6takrItMore shots from --cr
.
Sims,Murray Middle School; sad'remmy Futrell, 13By THE _ASSOCLinantliSS_ 101i the Los Angeles Laken the floor than the Racers , but ranks, Jacksonville is at South
i of Mr. and Mrs.Earl nitrell,Itrksey School.
Howie Crittenden, Jr., 9-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
The Chicago Bulls spent a ripped thiT3OSUeri r@Zeit 1-32 they mdPhoto By Wilson Woolley
e 'en* lwe 4 thesu•---Alabama and Roanoke is at Tu.
Crittenden, Robertson School; Perry Parkins *'ear niid_ _
NI 41----.
lost weekend with the Mil- 113 and the Seattle Supersonics Murray managed 45 per cent lane.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Parkin, New Concord Scheel; il.
waukee Bucks.
turned back the Portland Trail from the floor with a 22 out of 49
In weekend action, Kentucky
.
performance, while East hit avenged an early season
"It's not enough, not Blazers 109-104.
defeat
enough," Chicago Coach Dick
In the NBA Saturday night, it only 38 per cent, bucketing 24 of by turning the tables on Flori•
Motta repeated after a two- was, Cincinnati 112, Cleveland 63 hies. The Racers winning da, 95-68 Tenneasee blew
an
game split, including_ Sunds_y's 92; New York 100, Buffalo 95; advantage came at the free 11-point lead, but held on to
,
183-100 loss.
Chicago 104, Milwaukee 97; throw line where they cashed 23
By BLOTS MITI'
to win the Daytona 500, and Mans and five USAC driving U. the race for 32 laps.
Motta said earlier-that the Baltimore 121, Philadelphia. of 34 attempts. The Bucs
No„FA
haskagAll
lidos Writer
Atds
;
oi rowhen he did he dominated the ties, was paid $38,400 from thilf--=-1W only other leatiev-inis
Balls had to sweep the set to 105; Golden State 11$, Heston managed only 10 of 16 gratis
CH, Fla.. big one as no other driver heal 6178,000 purse
Bobby Allison, No. 2 In 1171
stay in contention with the 111 and Los Angele3_11Ptelr____ tosses.
(AP) - A. J. Foyt, just a since Richard Petty's first vicFoyt's victory, so easy that winnings behind Petty. Allison's
—_ many
- Murray entertains Tennessee
leading Bucks in the National land 94.
month past Ws 37th birthday, tory in 1964.
of the 100,000 fans had Chevrolet was slowed almost to
Hesketball Association's Midhas finaDy become a member
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored Tech tonight in another OVC
He led the high speed chase left the vast arena before it a walk by an engine that miswest Division.
in good standing of what is around the 2.5-mile Daytona In- was over, Sas made easier
44 points, including 16 in the ft.. dash•
by fired almost from the start. He
"We didn't gain on them and tug quarter, to help Milwaukee
known among Southern stock ternational Speedway for 167 attrition that felled most of the
held on doggedly, but finished
we didn't lose on them," said top Chicago.
car drivers as "The Good Ole laps-Petty was in front of the strong cars early in the race.
16th.
Motta. "But there isn't much
Boy's Club."
The Bulls trimmed the Mil1964 race for 183 laps-and was
Bobby Isaac, the pole sitter
tirne left. We've had our waukee lead. to _three points
• He won the Daytona 500, four miles ahead of the poppy- who qualified a Dodge at 186
chances against Milwaukee this with 50 seconds left, but Abdul-r most prestigious of all the big red Dodge of No. 2 finisher_ m.p.h.. lost a cylinder and.cornmoney events for stock sedans Charlie Glotzbacli when the 17 ,mented,"I couldn't keep up,se
- Sunday and he did it in such survivors were flagged IVA I quit ... and I don't quit eas- _ OICLAIIDKA
-Milwaukee's split maintained
Okla.
tAPL,_-..Ex-world=
a 5L2-game lead for the front771 convincing fashion that several
halt.
'fly."
hearreight boxer M
runners over Chicago with just
NASCAR regulars went to vicThird place went to Jim VanPetty, stock car racing's alla couple of weeks left in the
tory lane to clap him on his diver, whose Dodge was 15 time events winner and, like. 14,1l. arrived here Sunday en
toute to four exhibition matchregular season.
sweat-stained shoulders.
miles to the rear.
Foyt, a $1 million winner,
es tonight at the Oklahoma City
In Sunday's other NBA scored 19 points
If
it
couldn't
have
been
one
The Texan covered the 200 pulled his sputtering red-andfor Chicago.
games,the Cleveland Cavaliers
of us, I'm glad it was him," laps in 3 hours, 5 minutes and blue Plymouth behind the wall State Fairgrounds Arena.
Cleveland, down by 21 points
An was swamped by hundefeated the New York Knicks in the first
said fourth-place finisher Benny 42 seconds for a record average after 80 laps. But the shockquarter, overtook
By BOB COOPEIL
dred.s of fans seeking auto111-109; The Cincinnati Royals
Parsons,
probable
ex-Detroit
an
shooting
Lyons
drill.
cab
speed of 161.550 miles per hour. haired Petty had swapped the
New YWCAs- the final minute Misdated
Press Sports Writer won't play again tonight - driver. Parsons, long a memgraphs and yelling greetings.
tridpned the Atlanta Hawks on baskets by
Foyt, whose career began in lead with Foyt several times
Butch Beard and
LEXINGTON,
Ky. (AP) - against Georgia.
101-92; the Phoenix Suns Rick Robertson
bee
of
the
"club,"
was
born
in
includes
midgets
flashing
through
after
in 1953 and
the pack
and Bobby Kentucky basketball
THE GREAT GOUGE
clouted the Detroit Pistons 121- Smith's
.coach • Bob McCowan, an on-again, North Wilkesboro, N.C.
three triumphs at Indianapolis, from a 32nd starting position.
two foul shots. The vic- Adolph
The income tax bill became
Rupp won't sly tt eat off-again senior, played_ To- royt had tried several times
victory in the 24-hours of Le- Petty was credited with leading law on Feb. 3, 1913.
tory was the first ever by the
load-he doesn't even want to place of Lyons, scoring nine•
expansion Cavaliers over New
think it-but has he got another points and displaying fine deYork". which had won eight fiddlin'
five on his hands?
ive talent.
streUglktgames.
"If I say anything like that,
"I just took McCowatito the
Cfricituiati lost a 14-paint they
might blow it," Rupp said woodshed and told him what
third-quarter lead, then rallied
after his basketball Wildcats his responsibilities were," Rupp
By BOB GREEN
behind Tom Van Arsdale to de,Associated Press Golf Writer feat Atlanta. Van Arsdale overpowered Florida 95-68 to said. "I told him he could do it
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - scored 15 points in the third retain their half-game lead in arid 12,000 fans would be out
"That's two in a row. But I'll stanza and added 10 in the the Southeastern Conference.
there to see him."
"I'm just not going to say it,
get there yet," rookie Lanny fourth to finish the night as the
Rupp has contended all seabut are these -boys going to son that what his team needed
Wadkins vowed.
game's top scorer with 31
play the same?" Rupp said, re- was more discipline, and he
Wadkins lost a sudden-death points.
ferring to the last imam that .says he gives_it where it's
playoff to Homero Blancas for
PhoeSTAioutielire
-difeiriiit
the title in the $125,000 Phoenix 10 during a leminute. span in _gave him a national champion- needed.
"You have to get out the
Open Golf Tournament Sunday, the second half and coasted to ship.
Like that 1957-58 team, the shingle once in a while and
finishing second for the second a club-record ninth straight vicpresent squad seems indifferent take these boys to the woodtime in as many weeks.
tory. The Suns, led by Paul
The 22-year-old former Na- Silas, Dick Van Arsdale and about demolishing anybody. shed. But you can see, they are
tional Amateur champion from Connie Hawkins, broke away They build substantial leads, coming around now pretty niceWake Forest spun out a 20-foot from a 72 tie with seven min- then watch them vanish. But, ly," he added.
birdie putt that would have won utes to go in the third period except for four games this sea- Lyons,
who
dressed
it on the 72nd hole, then bowed and turned the contest into a son, they always come back. for the Florida game, said the
The
fiddlin'
five
lost
six.
to Blancas' birdie four on the runaway.
injury wasn't too serious, "but
The Wildcats did anything
first extra hole.
Jerry West scored 39 points
I can't run on it yet. I don't
The victory was worth 625,000 and Wilt Chamberlain seized 30 but fiddle Saturday, however. know when I can."
to the swarthy Blancas, a 33- rebounds, leading Los Angeles They hit their first five shots
In meeting Georgia, Kenyear-old from Houston who over Boston. Gail Goodrich, the from the field and hardly look- tucky faces the second grudge
scored his fourth tour victory. other half of the Lakers' high- ed back as they rolled to a 47- match of the SEC season.
Wadkins pulled down $14,300 for scoring backcourt, registered 32 halftime margin and poured Along with Florida, the
Bullft on even more in the second
pecond.
30.
dogs are the only team in the
The East African Saari is a rally
period.
' Blancas, who missed a fourDick Snyder scored 20 of his
conference to defeat the curTom
Parker
that
pits a car against 3,800 miles
and
Larry
Stamfoot birdie putt that would have 28 points in the second half to
rent Wildcat crop.
desert,
veldt and the toughest
hailed it down on the final hole, lead Seattle over Portland. Jim per shared hero honors-Parkof
While Florida could muster
bad a last round 69, two-under- McDaniels, playing his first er with his 12 of 18 from the only a two-point victory on its
competition. Datsun
internatio
nal
Par on the 6,641-yard Phoenix game for Seattle after jumping field for a total of 25 points and home floor, Georgia polished
years in a row.
two
won
has
it
Country Club course. Wadkins, from the Carolina Cougars of stamper with 20 points and a off Kentucky to the tune of 85Built into every Datsun is a little
playing in only his 12th profes- the American Basketball Asso- game-high 18 rebounds.
73 at Athens just over a month
of
what we learned on the way to vic"I've
been
waiting
for
Parker
sional event, closed up with -a ciation, played only about 90
ago.
tory.
Safety front disc bes,indesparkling 66 and caught seconds, took one shot and to have a game like that,"
"We really have had very
Rupp said, "and Stamper?
Blancas at the end of the regu- missed.
pendent
rear suspension, overhead
little
time
to
prepare
for GeorWhy, great day! He played a
lation 72 holes at 273.
The contest
gia," assistant coach Dick Parcam engine and unibody construcwas close terrific game."
• Marty Fleclunan came out of throughout with 18 ties and 19
tion have played a big part in our
Rupp was without the serv- son noted. "You notice we play
the pack to take third with a lead changes in the first three
them both times this season on
ices
of Ronnie Lyons, the midgsuccesses. More important, they
48-274 as Tony Jacklin of Eng- periods before Snyder broke it
et hotshot from Maysville, who Monday nights."
make the Datsun you buy more car
land and outsider Paul Moran
hurt his right ankle during a Florida (0)
shot themselves out of confor your money. They're advantages
G F ..T
tention late in the round.
we have over other cars. Some
Miller
7 3-4 17
"The playoff was kind of a
Bowe
people would like to believe that
2
3-3
7
.give-away," Blancas said.
Brown
3 3-5 9
winning
""Then it got down to a putting By THE
races isn't everything. But
ASSOCIATED PRESS hitter last season with a .331 Hoover
2 0-2 4
eontest and I was lucky enough
it
sure
beats
whatever's second.
Frank Robinson and Maury average, signed for $65,000.
Williams
3 0-0 6
o win that."
Wills, the heart of the Los AnFletcher
Shortstop Gene Alley signed
3 1-2 7
Wadkins pushed his tee shot geles Dodgers' pennant
hopes, for an estimated $25,000 with Thompsn
1 0-0 2
the par five playoff hole into have signed
their 1972 baseball the Pittsburgh Pirates, leaving Waddell
3 0-1 6
me trees, had to hit a three- contracts
for a total estimated only two of the World Cham- Va nness
4 2-6 10
fivood second shot under near
a quarter-million dollars. pions unsigned-shortstop Fran Totals
28 12-23 68
anches and then hit a sand
Robinson, the 36-year-old out- Taverns and pitcher Nelson Kentucky (95)
edge over more trees to with- fielder
acquired from the Balti- Briles.
about 13 feet of the flag.
more Orioles for four players
In Casa Grande, Ariz., San Parker
12 1-1 25
. Blancas hit a poor second during
the winter, signed Sun- Francisco Giants President Ho- Stamper
7 6-1020
'shot behind trees but stroked a day
for about 6140,000. It was race Stoneham arrived at camp Andrews
7 1-4 15
„sand wedge over them to within $10,000 more
1200 Sedan 510 2-Dr Sedan 510 4-Dr Sedan
1200 Coupe
than he made with asking the whereabouts of his McCown
3-3 9
:tour feet. Wadkins missed his the
Orioles and $10,000 less pitching mainstay, Juan Mari- Key
2-2 16
putt and Homero sank his for
tire he was seeking with his
Bishop
0-0 2
'his first victory since the 1970' new team.
Not only did Stoneham ex- Drewtz
2 0-0 4
•Mfgr's. suggested retail price for 1200 Sedan, excluding tax, license, freight and handling, dealer preparation.
!Colonial National Invitation.
Wills, the longtime shortstop press surprise at the absence
of Stephns
0-0 2
and team leder, joined the Marietta!, who reportedly seeks Edelman
Drive a Datsun...then decide.Today at
0 2-2 2
Bills To Play
t
Dodgers for a salary. in the a $150,000 contract, but he laid. Perry
0-0 0
BUFFALO (AP) -- The Bid- $100,000 range,
"I don't even know how much Totals
013-22 95
Robinson and Wills were the he wants because he's never Florida
Bills will play a preseason
32 36-68
Football League exhi- biggest names in a day of play- contacted me.
Kentucky
47 46865
idUen game against the New er signings that also included
Fouled out-Miller.
Stoneham said a contract had
Bobby
Murcer of the NOW York been sent to the perennial 20Saints Aug. 12 in TUTotal fouls-Florida 17, Ken- ini4a.,___sile_._st lot—Yankees.
winner,but the Owner re- tucky r7.
Till 8:00
- Mincer,
._
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Stan Smith Boone Laundry Wins
To Change In Women's Tourney
Game StyleBoone
SALISBURY, Md. (AP) During a two-month respite
from the rigors of tournament
tennis, Stan Smith did some
serious thinking about how to
improve his game,
Already No. 1 in the 'U.S.
rankings, Smith features a
strong serve and the ability to
cover lots of ground because of
a lanky frame and good reflexes.
But those are the same facets
on which Smith decided to concentrate, as he went to a
change-of-pace serve and began
yoga exercises.

Watiky-

2 in !lift . AlIbielits
almost to
that mit,
start He. finished

, Oida.
=
ion
a
y en
on matchma City
by hun'
autoeetings.
UGE
became

Smith assessed the progress
of both Sunday after he won the
855,000 National Indoor Open by
beating me Nastase of Romania, 5-7, 6-2, 6-8r- 6-4, and
said lassseit-tilienni..with the
results.

Laundry and Cleaners
took first place honors in the
City Women's Bowling Tournarnent held Sunday at Corvette
Lanes.
The Murray Five took second
place with a score of 2832,
trailing Boone's score of 2908.
place went to Ezell Beauty
School, with a score of 2315, and
fourth place went.to the Murray
Insurance team, scoring 2780.
The I3Oone's team is composed of Debbie Nance, Bzenda
Pierce, Nancy Maggard,Connie
Jones, and Pixie Nance.

Burlene Brewer, Patsy Neale,
Jean Butterworth, Mary Smith,
and Judy Parker make up the
Murray Five.
The Ezell Beauty School team
is Wanda Nance, Estelle Ezell,
Betty Dixon, Laverne- Ryan,
and Mildred Hodge.
The Murray Insurance team
is composed of Lou Darnell,
Bonnie Hale, Ethelene McCallon, Jean Kalberer, and Sue
Vinson.
The tournament will continue
for one more weekend at the
Corvette Lanes.

-Conferonco-Leaci-ewe marki.
• MVC co-leader Morehead
squeezed past Middle Tennessee 71-68 on the strength of
seven points in the last six minutes by junior Bubba Abell.
Morehead was trailing by
eight points, 60-52, when the 6-2
Abell came off the bench. The
winners tied the score 60-all
with 3:06, then streaked away.
Howard Wallen was high for
Morehead with 22 points and
Leonard Coulter chipped in 20.
Middle Tennessee, now tied
with eastern with a 5-5 OVC
record, was led by Chester
Brown with 22.
Al Lewis sank a pair of
clutch free throws with six seconds remaining to give Tennessee Tech a 74-73 win over
Austin Peay.
Austin Peas,suffered its ninth
straight defeat. Greg Kirunan
led all scorers with 21 points
and grabbed a game-high 15
rebounds. Tennessee Tech was
paced by Lewis with 18 points.
In other games Saturday, it
was Akron 63, Kentucky Wesleyan 59; Campbellsville 55,
Northern Kentucky 42; Centre
86, Lambuth 81; Tennessee
Wesleyan 79, Georgetown 76;
Thomas More HO, Bellarmine
55; Kentucky State 100,*Central
State 73, and Union 84, Oakland
Qty 83.

Sixth-Ranked Virginia
Falls; Two Other Top,
Ten Schools Defeated
By KEN !RAPPOPORT
Associated.Press Sports Writer
Coach Bill Gibson, in a state
of mild shock, wondered aloud
how his sixth-ranked Virginia
basketball team had lost to
beleagiired Duke.
Then he Volunteered the answer, unsolicited.
"Our shooting was atrocious," said Gibson after Duke
bedeviled Virgipia 86-76 Saturday night.
He didn't stop there, however.
-It was,disgraceful the way
we played," Gibson said. "I'm
discouraged and disappointed
at this point. This is not how
the game of basketball was
meant to be played."
The Blue Devils, who also upset third-ranked North Carolina
earlier this season, have been
rocked by player losses. Several left the team, including
second-leading scorer Richie
O'Connor a couple of weeks
ago.
Virginia was one of three Top
Ten teams which had a Icst
weekend. Illinois upset No. 8
Ohio State 64-62 in a Big Ten
match and Houston beat South
Carolina 95-85 in a battle of major independents.
Top-ranked UCLA walloped
Washington 100-83 as Bill Walton scored 31 points and
grabbed 15 reounds. It was the
Bruins' 20th victory this season
without a defeat and their 165th
in the last 170 games.

-7114

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
(AP)- Southpaw Butch Gearhart of Houston, Tex., has won
his fourth Professional Bowlers
Association championship and
is $10,000 richer.
The 27-year-old Texan was a
47-pin winner over Roy Buckley
of Columbus, Ohio, in Saturday's televised finals of the
880,000 Winston-Salem Bowling
Classic.
Gearhart began the payoff
game with a strike and never
gave up the lead. He struck in
the eighth and ninth boxes and
spared in the 10th to win his
fourth PBA championship.
Buckley, who has won one title,
earned 26,008 for his runner-up
finish in the four-day event.

Western Knocks
Pro Cage
Eastern Out Of Standings

The Ohio Valley Conference
"I decided-to vary my serve, basketball race has one leo
like a baseball pitcher with a front runner today.
Western rallied from an 18fast ball, curve and changeup," Smith said. "By using dif- point deficit Saturday night to
ferent speeds, I thought that upend Eastern 93-88 and drop
would make my big serve more Eastern a full game behind
Morehead State and Tennessee
eifective."
Tech.
After two months of muscle
"I thought we had'more pride
toning with yoga, Smith said, than that," said Eastern coach
"I notice I'm not as tired as Guy Strong. "I don't underbefore, and I can make my stand how we could play such
first step quicker."
'fine defense in the first half
Meanwhile, Nastase's usual and then turn around and play
catlike reflexes appeared a bit so poorly in the final half."
Strong added, "The time has
dull and he admitted later to
being tired after going more come for us to prove how badly
than a year without a, lengthy we want the championship.
-We're going to have to do the job
Vacation.
The Romanian army.Ibilitad-""from here on in."
The Hilltoppers, now 5-5 in
ant expended much of his energy complaining about the calls the conference, face Morehead
of two linesmen, which he tonight at home.
Jerry Dunn and Tony Stroud
claimed had upset him.
led Western's attack with 24
Smith admitted that he some- and 19 points respectively.
times becomes angry over offi- Charlie Mitchell led all scorers
cials' calls, but said he figures with 30 points.
it's best not to agitate them
Elsewhere in OVC action,
and then get hurt again by a
Murray State got 30 points
"call out of vengeance."
from Les Taylor to swamp
Smith won 89,000, double Nas- East Tennessee 67-58.
tase's purse, as he beat NasMurray led 35-21 at the half,
tase for the first time in a ma- then increased it to 43-24 with
jor. tournament. Smith, how- 16:49 left before the losers beever, has twice whipped the gan to rally. Both teams were
Romanian in Davis Cup play.
left with identical 4-6 confer-

Second-ranked
Marquette,
playing without standout center
Jim Chones for the first time,
turned back Creighton 70-61 for
its 22nd victory; North Carolina
clobbered Notre Dame 99-74;
No. 4 Louisville took Wichita
State 69460; No. 5 Penn beat
Tale 71-82; No. 9 Long Beach
trinimed Pacific 86-62 and
,"No. 10 Mershall crashed North
C,arolina arlotte 8949.
34. rIsar

halftime lead but broke it open
with 74 per cent shooting in the
second- half.
After Virginia pulled to 55-54
with less than 12 minutes remaining, Chris Redding scored
12 straight points for the Blue
Devils in a 14-4 rip that gave
the winners some room.
Ohio State killed its own
chances with a sub-standard
performance from the foul line,
sinking only 12 of 28 shots.
"We missed enough free
throws to win a lot of games,"
said Coach Fred Taylor.
Yet the Buckeyes still had a
chance to tie the game with
four seconds left but threw the
ball wild on an inbounds pass.
"We were trying to lob the
ball to the backside," said Taylor.
"We had enough opportunites
to win the game, but didn't,"
said Taylor. "I'm not trying to
take anything away from Illinois. They got every loose be
there was in the last seven
minutes. Their man-to-man
hurt us. It gave them momentum and we couldn't get the
ball inside. Our guard pentration left. a great deal to be.
desired."
While free thorws hurt the
Buckeyes, they helped Illinois.
The winners connected on 34 of
46.
"It was a very agressive
game and the way we were
shooting, we really needed a lot
of free throws," said Illinois
Coach Harve Schmidt. "I don't
think we have played a man-toman defense any more aggressively.'
Houston rallied from a sixpoint deficit to rim South Caroline behind Dwight Davis' 26
points and 13 rebounds.
"This was a big game, but
they're sail big games for us
now," said Davis, referring to
Houston's wish for a berth in
INA.,/tA

"Of course, this was our biggest game," said Hbuston
Coach Guy Lewis, who figures
the Cougars need 18 victories to
make the post-season playoffs.
They've won 17.
Marquette, which had been
winning close games all season
with Chones, didn't have any
easier time of it without him.
The star signed a pro contract
last week with the New York
Nets of the American Basketball Association.
The Warriors trailed by 10
points late in the first half, but
shot 82 per cent in a second
half rally led by Larry McNeill,
Chones' replacement at center.
"When we were 10 points
down we needed a big man
back there," said Marquette
captain Bob Lackey. "But we
looked around and saw Big
Man Chones ain't here and we
gotta do it ourselves."
In games involving the rest
the ranked teams, No. 11
Brigham Young whipped Utah
79-66; No. 12 Southwestern
Louisiana stopped St. Leo 11649; 13th ranked Providence
smashed Holy Cross 104-68; No.
14 Florida State blasted Georgia Tech 108-50; 15th-rated Missouri tripped Colorado 59-52;
No. 16 Hawaii defeated Oklahoma City 109-95; 17th-ranked
Kentucky trimmed Florida 9568; No. 18 Memphis State
nipped St. Louis 73-70; No. 19
Maryland beat Clemson 67-57
and No. 20 Tennessee turned
back Georgia 71-68 in overtime.

Regains Championship
HAVERFORD, Pa. (AP) Mrs. Lee Moyer of Pennington,
N.J. regained the U.S. Women's
Squash Racquets Championship
Sunday by scoring a 15-10; alb, 18-13 victory over her sister,
Mrs. Halsey Spruance of Wilmington, Del., at the Merlon
Eriettet-Cittb:
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Gearhart Wins In
PBA Championship

31LTHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
•
NBA
- EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Boston
4-4 23 .657 New York
40 24 .625 2/
1
2
Philadelphia 25 39 .391 171
/
2
Buffalo
17 46 .270 25
Central Division
Baltimore
27 35 .435 Atlanta
Di 411 .375 4
Cincumati -44 313 -*Cleveland
19 47 .288 10
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
52 15 .778
Chicago
46 20 .697 St
Phoenix
41 25 .621 10%
Detroit
22 42 .344 28%
Pacific Division
Los Angeles -54-4 .857
Seattle
40 25 .615
Golden St
39 25 .609
Houston
• 25 39 .391
Portland
15 52 .224
Saturday's Results
Cincinnati 112, Cleveland 92
New York 100, Buffalo 95
Chicago 104, Milwaukee 97
Baltimore 121, Philadelphia
105
Golden State 115, Boston 111
Los Angeles 115, Portland 94
Only games scheduled -Sunday's Results
Milwaukee 103, Chicago 100
Phoenix 121, Detroit 107
Cineinnati 101, Atlanta 92
Cleveland 111, New York 109
Los Angeles 132, Boston 113
Seattle 109, Portland 105
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
Philadelphia at Baltimore
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Phoenix at Boston, afternoon
Portland at New York
Detroit at Los Angeles
Seattle vs. Golden Stat. at
3akland
Baltimore at Buffalo
Philadelphia at Chicago
Only games scheduled
ABA
East Division
W. L. Pet. G.B.
Kentucky
51 12 .810 Virginia
38 26 .594 131
/
2
New York
28 35 .444 23
Floridians
26 38 .406 251
/
2
Carolina
25 39 .391 261
/
2
Pittsburgh
22 40 .355 281
/
2
West Division
Utah
43 20 .683 Indiana
36 27 .571 7
Dallas
31 34 .477 13
Denver
25 37 .403 171
/
2
Memphis
23 40 .365 20
Saturday's Results
Kentucky 130, Floridianl 102
Dallas 115, Indiana 102
Virginia 124, Memphis 109
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Results
Kentucky 134, Carolina 113
Floridians 111, New York 105
Indiana 131, Memphis 127, 2
overtimes
Denver 148, Pittsburgh 123
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh at Utah
Dallas at New York
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Virginia at Denver
Dallas vs. Pittsburgh at Tucson, Ariz.
Only games scheduled

Sign Of Spring Dies
FULTON, Mo.(Ap)- In the
depths of winter, Callaway
County. residents have learned
their most faithful harbinger of
spring is dead.
For 34 years, a surer sign
than a robin on (be wing was
the appearance train hibernabun of a turtle. awned by Mr.
and Mrs. Don B. McVey,It was
found dead Thursday
Mrs. McVey got the turtle in
1937 when it was the size of a
half-dollar. She called it Oswald
for 30 years, until it started
laying eggs, then the name became Uswaldine.

WASHINGTOWS
BIRTHDAY

OSE$
in Murray

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

ONE BIG__DAY ONLY!
TUESDAY, FEB. 22
-5 ONLY -

IADIES PANTIES
Regular 4/1 1
100% Acetate
SliffeW'

BOY'S BICYCLE

221
TODDtER PANTIES
22

20" Hi-Rise-

Regular 3/s1
Cotton Terry

Reg.
'34

Asstd. Colors, Sizes

DIXIE CUP
BATHROOM
DISPENSER
25 3-oz. Cups
Asstd. Colors

FABRICS

$222
MALTED
MILK BALLS
8-oz. Pkg.

or the home or family Sewing

Extra Fresh!

og.- 3P1

Regular 19'

22

2/22
BERKLEY
REEL
FOLSOM ROD

2:0NLY '
CU MB-A4100
by Marx
Indoor/Outdoor Fun!"

Reg. 9.97 ea.

Reg. 18.71

$222

HURRY!
NO LIMIT'

CORONET
FACIAL
TISSUE

LADIES
SCARFS

ci,Jr(If

4
"

Our

100% Nylon

Entire Stock Reduced Your Choice Of.

200 2-Ply Tissues

• BONDED KNITS • DOUBLE KNITS

Regular 3/89'

• ORLONS • NYLONS • COTTONS
in Solids, prints,

Sheer

Regular 3/s1

embossed pattern.

45" in. to 60" in. WIDE

22

22
NAIL POLISH
REMOVER
4 II oz

Reg.
43*

22

- 2 ONLY Maple Finish

GOSSIP BENCH
Reg. '25.87

0

ROSES
REGULAR
LOW
PRICE

22'

OFF

Hundreds of yards on bolts ond
remnants cuts up to 5 ycis.

1

HUDSON
PAPER TOWELS
162 - 11"x10"

Regular 374

ALCOHOL
16-oz. Plastic
Bottle

Regular
214

22 2/2T
-

- 2 ROLLS Candy Stripe - Tweed
27" Wide

RUG RUNNER
Regular 664 ft.

- 2 ONLY

MIDGET MUSTANG
PEDAL CAR
by AMF

Reg.'1647

$222

$222
7

By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated ress Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-A
bill which would bring =Out

83 year-old Will Life. Minden, Louisiana, has been a certified
Tree Farmer since 1945. Beginning with 160 acres, today Life
owns 12 hundred acres of prime timberland, "If you don't believe
trees offer big dividends as a paying crop,•' Life says, "they sure
do."

For Forest Landowners

By PETER M.KELLY
DENVER iUPII - The
current Jesus movement is
the result of cheap publicity,
according to an Episcopal
priest.
"I don't understand people
being taken in by it," said the
Rev. Malcolm Boyd. "There's
Jesus
been
always
a
movement. It's nice to create
Jesus in one's own image but
it's mowing- into-faddism.".
Father Boyd, who made
headlines when he at
outside a .convention of the
Church.
Lutheran
Synod and read names of
Americans killed in the
Vietnam war, was critical of
the rock hpera "Jesus Christ
Suphrstar.
next thing Jesus will
"The
woman...
said. -I
a
wander if shell Is
Barbra StreisaatTe -or
.khaug or Nancy Reagan."
Father Boyd, a leader in
attempts to reconcile religion
with society's needs, says he
g
believes ecumenism among
faiths is not necessarily a
thing.
Ecumenism is selfdestructing," he said during a
visit to Denver."It tries to get
everybody into the melting
pot, but what we need is our
own identity. Ecumenism may
be just another agent hit
dehumanisation. When *ay
talk at the top levels about
just
ecumenism,
it's
bureaucracy."
Father Boyd currently is
an associate fellow at Yale
University. Prior to that, he
was Episcopal chaplain at
Colorado State University
Fort Collins but left after
disagreements with church
affictals who didn't Wm his
mingling with students in
taverns and coffee houses.
"The church has driven
_away the older people and is
not attracting the young," he
said.-The church has failed in
trying to be relevant.'
"I'm bored with fashion,
with relevance. We're talking
to ourselves. It's no more the
situation of the good guys and
the bad guys - that's simplistic and theological nonsense. No one's running the
churches anymore. No one
knows what's going on."
'Mixed up'
said
Boyd
Father
clergymen were mixed up at
present because "the don't
know what to believe.'
He said • priest, rabbi or
minister should consider
telling "his congregation that
he has an identity crisis with
his sermon. He can't be the tin
God anymore."
fundamental
"Deep
changes are coming in the
church," Father Boyd said.
"It has to be responsive to the
active needs of people but also
it has to be holy. Religion has a
ilives.ery deep place in people's

A
* TLANTA, Ga.-An 83 year- forest management practices.
old Louisiana man earns $48,000 Annual returns of six percent or
seRing -Sr-oath-44a- Arkansas- mere are 00111F11011 on,-lands
dentist rises.at dawn to tend to where intensive tree farming
his trees. A mother-and- methods are practiteA-daughter - teaweaa-- Virginia • Donald--W. cruith, _chid
manage 15 hundred acres of forester of the forestry institute
family-owned forests.
adds, "modern scientific tree
Unusual? Not at all, for the fanning can be conducted so as
South's 19 thousand owners of not to permanently detract
certified tree farms.
from either the scenic beauty of
. In Minden, Louisiana, Will forest land or its potential for
Lite, a tree farmer since 1945, recreational
"
has planted several thousand
Both intent and
pine seedlings every year for are important in becoming -athe past two decades. Starting certified tree farmer. No
with 160 acres, Life now owns property can be certified until it
more than 12 hundred acres of has been inspected by a
trees. Recently, he sold a large professional forester assigned
stand of mature trees to a by the program co-sponsor innearby plywood company.
each state-usually the state
"If you don't believe trees forestry association or Tree
offer big dividends as a paying Farm conunittoe.- Inspections
crop," Lafe says, -they surely are fretsdo."
To be eligible for Tree Farm
The nationwide, forest- certification, forest land must
industry-sponsored American be privately owned, managed
Tree Farm Program was for the growth and harvest of
organized in 1941 to stimulate repeated
wood
crops,
woodland owners to improve adequately protected from fire,
forest stands and to encourage insects, disease and destructive
other private landowners to grazing, and harvesting must
pint trees ott acreage not include prompt regeneration.
growing wood. Today, 31 Forest land which is privately
thousand Americans are tree owned ' by
non-profit
farmers and they own 74 million organizations is also eligible.
acres of forest land. Sixty-six
A new tree farmer receives a
per cent of the nation's tree certificate of enrollment and
farmers live in the South and the familiar green-and-white
own 47 million acres.
Tree Firm sign to mark his
Robert A. Craig of property. His land is also inille, Arkansas, exhibits spected regularly to make Sure
Ma typical dedication many required minimum standards of
tree farmers show their land. scientific planting, protection
The Independence County, Ark. and harvesting are maintained.
dentist rises early every If not, Tree Farm certification
morning to work a few hours on can be cancelled by the
his 400-acre tree farm before American Forest Insitute,
going to his office.
Washington, D.C. -national
"I enjoy being in the woods sponsor of the program.
ad caring for my trees," Dr.
What must a tree farmer doto
Craig says. And he does a good
job at it. Last year, Craig was practice scientific managment?
honored for good forest He should plant seedlings,
Management and named remove undesirable and
"Arkansas' Tree Farmer of the diseased trees, thin heavy
stands to open up the forest for
Year."
In Virginia's King William more sunlight, protect trees
County, tree farmers Mrs. from insects and disease,
James
Walters and her control underbrush to reduce
daughter, Betty Latane, have the danger of wildfire, and
grown trees on 15 hundred acres harvest mature stands when the
for the last quarter-of-a- timber is ready for market.
Is tree farming worthwhile?
century.
Mrs. Walters, one of
Is growing timber tear much
for a woman to handle? Not at Virginia's lady tree farmers,
all, Mrs. Walters says. "The says "A mature stand of trees is
spite forest service, industry like money in the bank to me."
Will Life, the 83 year-old
had agricultural groups have
Much to offer in the way of Louisianian who last year put 40
"Religion must be defined
information,
and
their thousand new trees in the
who has six kida
specialists are ready to help ground, says tree farming of- by the man
women with expert advice arid fers even more benefits for even or the lonely woman. It has to
more people. "Everyone-man, relate to sex, politics, security
know-how."
nature
and wildlife-stands to (andf death.
And in a time of increasing
"The rich businessmen
public concern about ecology, gain from wise investment in who take me to $40 lunches in
our
nation's
forest
resources.
tree farmers are doing more
New York say they're going to
After all, trees are one of man's tell me what it's all about. For
than just growing trees for
few
natural Christ's sake, they don't know
renewable
profit.
,
what's going on.'
According to the Atlanta- resources!"
based Southern Forest Institute, well-managed forest
land is absolutely vital to man's
continued existence. "Forests
protect soil and watersheds.
They provide food and habitat
for wildlife. They provide
natural beauty and places for
outdoor recreation. And they
at* major contributors to
can, fresh air in the battle
i
-tinst pollution," the institute
S.
udies show each acre of
yOung, vigorously growing
fiest grows four tons of wood
aid absorbs six tons of carbon
dixide and returns about four
tans of oxygen to the atmosphere each year, enough
ogygen to meet the annual
ieeds of 18 people. Old, dying
and diseased trees, on the other
hand, consume oxygen In the
pr.Ocess of decay. Thus, they are
iik actual competition with
Pillrnan beings and other life
Zms for the limited amount of
Certified Tree Farmers, though private landowners, are often
gen ip the air.
eligible for free professional.forest-management help and advice.
'Tree farming is not a get-rich- Foresters assist Tree Farmers in marking mature. trees ready for
'ck proposition, but financial harvest, reforesting. harvesting areas, and Protecting timber crops
"turns from forest land may from tire, insects and disease.
.
Atirnwith -41sa------litiewhassiaip,ass_alsjatuaraae._f met inclustnornsored
aeoptiort. of sounda scientific American-Tree f au'q-.
i ea. . ....._ .....---...........;_......._ --. _.,
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the
peas, his
prices were paid for a mess and declined
In those olden times, only the rich could afford them. housekeeper threw them out to
By Nevyle Shackelford
however, plant specialists
• UK College of Agriculture
Writing on the subject, the the chickens. The chickens
LEXINGTON, KY.- believe the pea, whose main
gay and witty Madame de promptly gobbled up the peas
Although February doesn't lend center of the origin and develop- Maintenon, wife of Louis XIV, and then rolled over dead.
itself too readily to gardening, it ment is middle Asia, was first stated that eating peas in Hickey, a member of a Tory
was once--especially in East grown only for its dry seed. France was both a "fashion and plot to assassinate the General,
homes under state regulation- kentucky and Tennessee-the Although the Aryans from the a madness." "Some ladies," was hanged as a consequence.
including their plumging, heat- traditional pea-planting month. East are supposed to have
Something else of interest
she wrote, "even after having
ing and the like-has been re- In times not so far gone and no introduced them to the Greeks supped at the Royal
about this common vegetable is
Table,
and
ported favorably out of a House matter the state of weather, and Romans long before the well supped too, returning to that, from study and ex_
gardeners planted what they Christian Era,there is no hint of their homes, at the
committee.
risk of perimentation with peas, the
• The unarianous-6VOrable re- called "sallit peas" during this "green peas" until after the suffering from indigestion, will famous Austrian monk, Gregor
port to House Bill 350 was giv- month which, when mature, Norman Conquest of England. eat peas before going to bed." Johann Mendel, discovered
en Thursday by the House were cooked with a piece of In the 12th century an old
The English are given credit certain laws of heredity upon
Committee on Health and Wel- sidemeat and eaten pod and all. manuscript told of "green peas for developing several
of the which are based the modern
fare.
In other respects, this for Lent" being stored at the old fine varieties grown
in the science of genetics.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. venerable garden vegetable has Barking Nunnery near London, United
The few gardeners left who
States today, but it is not
Glenn White, D-Winchester, a long and interesting history. but nothing
definite was known
sometimes get out in the snow
at
moment
when
the
they
said some such measure, it Its cultivation • dates back itt recorded about thenruntil 1536 were
first introduced. It is and follow the old tradition of
needed in order to assure mot 5,000 years or Perhaps.
n a French writer described known that they were being
February pea planting often
bile home owners that their fa- even further. Seeds of primitive them in detail. The edible grown
corn in for some good-natured
here
during
the
cilities are safe and meet prop- peas have been found in lake podded "sallit pea" were also Revolution. As
history records, ridicule. But they have logic on
er standards. He estimated that mud beneath positions of houses known at that time.
one Thomas Hickey, a member their side. A cool weather plant,
more than 300,000 Kentuckians of Bronze Age Swiss lake
But according to vegetable of Gen. George Washington's the pea must be planted early
live in mobile homes that cur- dwellers and among the diggins historians, it wasn't until the
bodyguard,attempted to poison or, when hot weather comes, it
city
of
ancient
rently are not inspected or on the site of the
18th century that garden peas him one night by stirring Paris will flower, produce seed, and
Troy.
regulated in any way:became common. Near the end green into green peas being die so swiftly that it cannot
. "If you build a new home, inof the 17th century they were so prepared for the rebel general's develop a plant large enough to
are all over it," White,
Insurance Pays rare in France that f4Dtastic suite'.. After yashington yield more than a token crop.
plied
,told the committee, "but if you
" mobile borne
Advertisement
AM', N.Y.
y looks at iLand-Mrs.-Francis W. Shea
Under HE 350, A Performand their six sons lost
ance Certification Board would
their home in a fire Feb. 11,
be set up comprised of the
they discovered their fire insurstate fire marshal, state enviance policy had expired in Deronmental health officer and
cember.
eight citizen members. The citiBut Friday they were told
each
would be reimbursed for
specifieed, limo of ex,.
anyway.
ise, such as plumbing, engiAn investigation by the
neering and mobile home man- tional
Fire Adjustment Co.
special interest to those who
ufacturers.
showed that the Sheas' insuror,
hear but do not understand
The board would establish State
words has been announced by
Farm Insurance, had
standards for plumbing, heat- failed
Beltone. A oon-operating model
to send a notice of exing- and electrical systems in piration,
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
required by state law.
mobile homes and in their conmade will be given absolutely
R. Papa, president of
struction. All mobile homes theFrank
free to anyone answering this
adjustment company, said
manufactured for sale in Kenadvertisement.
State Form agreed to Make full
tucky .or offered for sale here payment
_Try it to see how it is worn
as soon as damage aswould have to bear seals show- sessments
in tile privacy oryour own
are completed.
ing they met the standards.
home without cost or obligation
%Rate said there was "nothSIX CITED
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
ing Wrong with" mobile homes
Six persons were cited lr the
free. It weighs less than a third
but that governing bodies Murray Police Department
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
"can't control them because yesterday and last night. They
level, in one unit. No wires lead
they are growing so fast."
from body to head.
were two for driving while inThese models are free, so we
He cited one report which toxicated, one for driving while
suggest you write for yours
said 60 per cent of the new util- intosicated and driving on
now. Again, we repeat, there is
ities connections in the Jesse- suspended license, one for
no cost, and certainly no obligamine County area over the last speeding, one for disregarding a
SHAPING U P — Symmetry of movement features ---- tion. Write to Dept. 9068, Beltwo years were for mobile traffic light at 12th and
tone Electronics Corp.,4201 W.
homes. One-half of the new con- Sycamore, and one for reckless • exorcist exhibition by members of Rio di Jaritiro Otani
•
. Police duaring• anisiviraary reottaity-tri-wre Itrazithm - city.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.
nections in the Corbin area driving.
were for such homes, he said.
Further, he said, accidents
such as fire or -the like which
AtIlrwORIZF Li
ALEMS L
il
l CHRYSLER
w
MO,0145 COPPOP•tION
Occur in mobile homes "cause
3.5 times more damage in dollar terms than such accidents
do in regular homes.
Among bills reported favorably out of other committees
Thursday were:
-HB 369, permitting bicycles
to be used on sidewalks along
public roads and allowing the
State Department of Public
Safety to establish regulations
and standards for bikes and
their riders.
-HE 295, authorizing "workrelease" programs in state reformatories or penitentiaries
under which prisoners could be
allowed to work or take classes
outside the institutions during
selected hours.
-HE 296, forbidding the publication of the names of any
child or witness under 18 who
appears in Juvenile Court.
-HE 340, relieving a property owner from liability for injuries sustained by a trespasser
unless they were inflicted intentionally.
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Your
Hearing?

woman
wants
to get
what
she
can be
sure of.

DETROIT (API - A columnist, victimized by a three.
alarm
strawberry-banana
flambe five years ago, receruped the cost of her wig and
gown Friday, with enough left
to pay for a tamer dessert.
A Wayne County Circuit
Court jury awarded Eleanor
Lambert Berkson $10,000 in
damages for the disasterous
dinner party she and nine others attended at the Pontchartrain Hotel on April 30, 1967.
Witnesses said the brandy
used on the flambe-consisting
of strawberries, ice cream and
bananas-erupted,
spraying.
Miss Lambert and others with
flaming fruit.
Aside from a $1,389 medical
bill, she also presented the
court with bills for $800 for custom hair pieces and $1,650 for
an exclusive, high-couturier
gown and accessories.
Initially, she had asked. for
6100.000.
Plant irr tip
W ASHINCTON,IU 1'1 IV
House plants will grow well if
fertiliser is added every third
or .fourth time they are
watered; that is, every two to
four weeks. That aceordinE
t pto - plant Wienti
Agrieuhural Research Seniee
of the U.S. Department of

The 1972 Chrysler has
some very basic appeals for women.
First of all, every Chrysler is built with a
deep-down commitment to quality. It means
a woman can count on Chrysler to get her
where she wants to go without a whole lot
of trouble.
Every Chrysler is built to last. So a woman
can be sure her Chrysler will stick with her
through thick and thin, over the years.
Automotive Industries reports that
Chrysler has the largest
interior of any '72 U.S.
car. So a woman can
enjoy the extra comfort of big-car room,

72 CIII

along with a smooth,
elegant big-car ride.
For a big price?.
Not at all. Chrysler NewpOrt-ROyal is
priced to make it easy to move up without
giving up all ttlat extra spending money
You ladies—for a car you can be sure of,
be sure to see us and try our new Chrysler.
Bring your man along, too. We're sure
Chrysler is his kind of car
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heir target? Careers in agricultuie. Their
purpose? Meeting technological, environmental challenges. Their organization? FFA.
It offers a chance to learri through vocational
program. Their motto? Learning to-Do;Doing
to Learn; Earning to Live; Living to Serve.

FFA
WEEK
FEBRUARY 1926

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation

_
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CH. 3
WSIL
6:00 News
6:30 Bewitched
7,00 1,00 special
0:00 Movie
WOO-News
10:30 Cavett
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-4e-Evening
Monday
for
Schedule
Times
TV
1*- Ledger &
CH. it
CH. 6
CH. 5
CH.4
WSIX
WPSD
WSM
e:311 Wanted:
Dragnet
G.
6.10
7:00 Gunsmoke
6:30 Circus
ACrea
—.
"
7.00 Lauge6.118
5:00 Lucy
700 Laugh III
7:00 Special
:00 Movie.
---.-B:30 Doris Day
0:00 Movies
:00 Movie
10:00
__,
NewS
10:00 News
9:00 Sonny & Cher
0:00 News
10.30 Tonight
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
10:30 Basketball
10:30 Mason
12:00 Cavett
11:30 Movie

-20 --03.
CH. 12
--111101Cit
KFVS
Gunsmoke
7:00
848 Movie
5:00 Lucy
727 News
5:30 Doris Day
7:30
9:00 Sonny & Cher 935 Theater 29
Weather
10:00 News
10:00 Cr..?. Feat
10:30 Movie
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Over-1,000TeWAki From Abottion
Fugitive
Locomotive Counseling Project In Louisville
Is Returned

LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP) — In abortion, they can arrange it word "abortion" in the yellow
pages listing for the group.
the space of little more than a free.
project also
year, more than 1,000 pregnant
Anyone attempting to per- Counselors with the
before
time
it
was
a
long
say
—
Ga.
(AP)
have
sought
ATLANTA,
Kentucky women
form an abortion in Kentucky
-Shrouded- in secrecy and tar- help from an abortion coun- is subject to a fine of up to $1,- they could persuade the Louisto run a
9:00 Psychiatrist
6:00 Sunrise
paulin, the fugitive Civil War seling project here.
000 and up to 10 years in jail. If ville Courier-Journal
6:00 RalphEmery 5:45 Journal
6:30 KricCoyS
7:00 Today
630 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
0:30 LaLanne
counseling
the
ad
for
classified
7:00 Today
Bozo
locomotive,
the
General,
has
7:00
6:00 News
1:00 Dinah
9:45 Movie
Founded in November, 1970, the abortion is actually per7:00 News
9:00 The Hour
9:00 Dinah's
11:30 Romper
6:30 N'Ville
AM
1:30 Concent.
11:35 The Answer
800 Kangar00
been slipped back into Georgia, the group is known as the formed, the maximum jail sen- service. Now the project runs a
10:00 USDA
9:30concentration 7:55 Kik.
KIM
10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
11:SO
Sewing
9:00 Lucy
two-line ad in the paper once a
10:30 That Girl
disguised as a load of freight. - "Problem Pregnancy and Abor- tence rises to 20 years.
10:00Sale-Century 1:00 Kangaro4S —
9:30 Hillbillies. 9:30 My 3 SIMS
10:30 Squares
12:00 Gourmet
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
Month, and advertises in col- 7
9:00 Tea-Trath---'tt:00 Jeopardy
12:30
3 on a Match
--The General, seized from the tion Counseling Project, Inc."
10:" 14'tee.Garrt- 10:00 Fam. Affair
11:30 Password
11:00JeopardY
9:30 T or C
11:10 Who.Where 10:30 That Girt
1:00 News
Project members ten of the lege papers when space is do-:
10:30 Love-Life
Confederacy
in
1862
by
daring
Midwest
the
12:00 My Child.
member
of
11:30 Who-Where 10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
is
a
It
11:30
11:00 Where Heart 1:03 Movie Game
underworld of abortionists: a nated since it doesn't have ;
11:55 News
12:30 Make-Deal
10:30 Love of UN 12:00 Child-Me- 11:00 Bewitched
Yankee raiders, arrived via a
1:30 Movie
an organization of
11:25 News
12:00 Noon Show
1:00 Newlyweds
11:30 Flipper
Too
11:00 Heart Is
3:00
Munsters
11:30 Search
secret,circuitous route Wednes- some kugroups that offer abor- man who stands at the corner much money.
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Dating
12:00 My Child
11:30 Search
a 12:30 News
Pic- 3:30 fury
12:00 Farm
However, the women are an
1:10 Doctors
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* OPENING SOON *
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
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FOR SALE
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Wih
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
month. Call 753-6202 or 7533648.
TFC

AUTOS FOR SALE

,Beef meets
fatIlmitation
set by does

ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.85 1968 CHEVELLE 396 SS, nau
on repossessed Magnovox con- speed. Extra nice. 33,000 actual
sole stereo AM-FM. Leach's miles. Can be seen at the Astro
Music & TV,Dixieland CenCar Wash in Murray.
FUC
F22C
ter.
1969 OLDS 98 two door hardtop,
all power, air, white with black
vinyl roof, black interior. Reason
for selling,going overseas. Phone
753-7828.
F22C

SAN FRANCISCO IUPIE
- New research indicates that
110AC14113
half of the fat in beef is unCarry Germs
saturated and that 95 per cent of commercial beef cuts now
on the market meet the
Priced from
1968 CAMARO, automatic with medical profession's saturated
ind up
air conditioning, Crager mags fat limitations.
4
* ALSO *
The research was conand new tires. Excellent congrant
from
the
ducted
under
a
dition. Phone 753-2437 or 437FRIENDS, WHY pay more? You
Drive a little and Save a lo
4529.
F22C California Beef Council at the,;
get the best for less at Discount
University of California at
Shipment
of
New
at
DISCOUNT SEWIN
Sewing and Stereo Center at
Davis and the Universities of
AN STEREO CENTER,
Hazel, Kentucky, so drive a little
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA twc Arizona and Wisconsin.
AAR/ be deceived!. Termites itork..21Lhouts.
A- *Way aristyting
save a lot on the worlds fin
r-sTheirIng,
door hardtop.=itrowe
a ay the year round ... Winter and Summer
sewing machines and stereo
and seats. samples from 72 carcasses by
brakes, windows
for our ANNUAL SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!,
equipment. We service what we
Factory air. Excellent condition. Dr. -William Garrett at Davis that many lean cutai sell.
F23C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Phone 753-7663 or 767-3721. F23C showed
such as the round, rump and
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
tenderloin fall well below the 5
1966 FORD STATION wagon, one per cent fat content which is
Street
Chestnut
Dixieland
Center
on
and
owner, low mileage, excellent acceptable to individuals on a
condition. All the extras. Phone low-fat diet.
A
Research at Arizona and
F24C
TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces. MOTORCYCLE BOOTS, size 753-3222 after 6:00p.m.
Wisconsin showed that half of
100 S. 13th Street
East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will 8A4.$60.00 new, worn twice. Sell
Remember ...
Murray, K
finance two-thirds at $135.00 a for $40.00. Phone 753-8237 after 1967 DODGE PK:Elf -Vittey all intra-muscle fat-was un-Phone 753.3914,. Day Of
saturated.
•
Call 753-6202sc2Lt_
5:00p.m.
F25NC duty 4 speed. 040 Ford sed4M- ---fiTarriti, 'professor of Home Owned-and Operated Over 20 feats
good shape. Phone-753-5782 or see animal science, worked with
3648.
TFC
offers the 8-Year Pro-Rate Picture Tube Warranty!
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
two meat graders from the
MATERNITY CLOTHES, Hugh Adams at 1610 KirkF21P U.S. Agriculture Department
v Member Chamber of Commerce MAGNOLIA MOBILE home, spring and summer, sizes 9-10. wood.
in the sample selection.
12'x63', extra fine. A-0 Coach Phone 753-6311 after 8:00
Unsaturated fats, which
Estates. Central heat and air, all p.m.
F22C 1959 FORD, long wide bed, 4
have not been indicated as
speed, new tires. Good conPh. 753-5865 TRACTOR REPAIR work. INTERIOR, EXTERIOR electric, heat tape, underpenned.
Central Shopping Center
causing problems in heart
F22C
dition. Phone 753-2967.
Experienced mechanic on duty. painting; any size job. All work Two bedrooms, large bath, ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa
patients, were included in total
washer
and
dryer included, fkly mare, also or* .,Saddle King
fat contents, which ranged
make field serviee calls day guaranteed_ Use first quality
We
Ser
SALES
&
-ErACTROLUX
F25C
from 3.8 to 4.8 per cent for the
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 753- paint. Free estimate. Call Steve carpeted, new drapes, recently saddle. Phone 436-2258.
vices, Box 213, Murray,Ky.,C.M.
recommended cuts. All outside
February 28C painted. Many other extras. You
Marchl7G Todd,753-8495.
9857.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmust see to appreciate. Drive by 12'x15' NYLON RUG and pad,
fat was trimmed.
TFC"
mington, Kentucky.
Original criteria
and look, then call for ap- beige two piece brown and tan
pointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or living room suite. Phone 753The
methods
used
762-2851(work).
correspond to the original
March 6C 5505.
F22C
ATHENS, Ga. IUPD - criteria developed in the first
MUSIC SALE
Oven cleaning becomes more
beef fat analysis done by Ruth
WHITE
POODLE,
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GOOD 72 A.C. Combine. Phone difficult if meet splatters are.. M. Leverton, although there
To settle Lillian Watters
cheap,call 7534644.
F21C 492-8747 before 8:00 p.m. F22P allowed to become baked on, appeared to be a substantial
estate. Old and new sheet
home economist Doris Oglesby
Shop
reduction in beef's fat content
music and books. Etude
__LOUISVILLE KY. Ph„637-2778
10.150-'- TWO-BEDROOM mobile RCA 21" CONSOLE color TV, 4...clf_the_Uniyersity of Georgia_ since her studies ik _decade ago.
magazines, back to 1920's,
607 S. 4th 753-9885
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
home,furnished, air conditioned, needs new picture tube. $25.00 Cooperative Extension Service' The beef samplis were:
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Magazines,
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electric
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You get the best for less at
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MS.Take elevator to 1-U,
Protein, fat and water
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540
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chair, high chair and stroller.
content were analyzed at the
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tile, 8" thick. Cheap. a dilute ammonia solution to
tos,
STEREO CENTER at
1,21C
F22C remove splatters. The adtioli Davis meat laborator*. The
PERSONAL INCOME tax ser- SEAMI FSS FLOORS by Readco. F"Tle15"et:-Phone 753-3484.
Hazel, Ky. Ph. 4112-8812.
should be taken beforE
research process mirrored the
753436Phone
appointment.
Phone
estimates.
vice
by
Free
_
reheating the oven, or the
,l'EDE
COAT,
mink
collar,
size
normal distribution channels
p435.
F22
(
F29C 2428.
2145.
so that the beef corresponded
$40.00. Like new Phone 753- FORMALS, SIZES 5 and 7. splatters will be baked on and
If You
F22P more difficult to 'clean.
to meat 'found in markets.
FOR RENT
F21C Phone 753-4965.
FURNITURE REFINISHING,
The studies are being made
tnicking,
WORK,
BULLDOZER
FREE
WASHER
and
dryer
with
available to the medical
TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile all work guaranteed. Free pick
bank
gravel,
nu
and
dirt
also
purchase of our new 1972 Fair- One at a time
profession for further research
from Murray. Phone Jimmy up and delivery. Free estimate.
Phone.354-8569 or
way during month of February.
and evaluation as well as to
F22P Antique or natural finish. Jerry topsoil. Phone Hardin
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332.
NEW YORK tUlPif - nutritionists, dieticians, home
marchici 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m. Mar.3C
65'1(12', two full baths, three
McCoy,753-3045.
Finding time for smeller economist. and
animal
carpet
bedrooms,
shag
roons
Five
Monroe.
DUPLEX ON
grooming --precticee- is often
Before 5:00 p.m.
WMWr
throughout, Mediterranean difficult with a demanding scientist -ilys
23-1/I6i3
home additions,
your
ALL
and bath, central heat and air,
FOR
Rodman, past manager of the
PAINT CONTRACTING
or
decor, double door frost free infant in the home. The
alterations, remodeling, etc.
carpet throughout, extra large
.009 Thick
California Beef Council.
Exterior or Interior
refrigerator,
eye
level
oven,
solution
for
the
new
Days
mother:
range.
753bedroom,
Phone
master
Free Estimates.
He said his organization
Quality workmanship
TFC These plates are perfect deluxe furniture. Housetype do the personal grooming tasks decided to make the research
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
6123.
Free
estimate
separately
on
a
daily
basis.
insulation, hurricane strap and
Between 6:00 p.m.
TFC
5:00p.m.
results public "because
for siding or roofing
Call 753-3484
bay windows. Bill's Mobile Plan a manicure for one day,a everyone knew the nutritional
7:00 p.m. In The
.
INCOME TAX service-M.B.A.,*barns, for placing
Homer,
OM
3900South Beltline High- Redicure the neat. Tri, to value of beef. but did not
Evening
way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone include one beauty routme m
recognize that most fatSEPTIC TANK cleaning, back Tax Experience. Phone 753-6260 around bottom of
each day. Finding the extra trimmed beef products met the
If you know your route
443-6150.
F28C hours to catch up may be
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- for appointment. Reasonable
Margh 2P mobile homes to keep
boy's number, please call
safe dietary standards of the
TFC rates.
5933.
impossible if you wait to do all
him first. If you get no
out the wind and snow, Go on a "Health & Wealth
the grooming things at once. health profession.''
results then call John
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
and for many other
Kick With Our
Pasco , Jr. at the above
VEGETABLE PLATE
number during the hours
uses such as 3 for $.69 Here or Go
listed
If C

LP ALBUM- SALE25c

Phone 753-2962

Protect Your Home!

JUST ARRIVED

-MAGNAVOX TVs

-CAM-TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

When Buying

Color TV

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

TV SERVICE CENTER
Wise Families

.SAVE

with Shoe Repairs
Keistler's Shos

Hot advice
about oven

PASCHALL

RIC LINES

- DIRECT SERVICE

Miss Your Paper

ALUM'UMPLATES-

753-1916

753-7278

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

-FOR SALE -

The R.B. Parker Farm, 95 acres, 214 miles East of
Murray on Outland School Road. Highly fertile crop land.
Good 2 bedroom cottage with bath. 2 excellent metal grain
bins, bolding 6,600 bushels. Over 2,000 ft. road frontage,
only 1,600 feet to public water main. This property has
high potential for farming, developing or recreational
activity. ^

"buildifig'out"

mice or rats.
25t each

RIANGLE INN

Collegian grandma
gives students 'A'

MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. Its
Call at
America's finest. Rent electric
MANHATTAN. Kan. Snodgrass decided to conTWO BEDROOM furnished
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire tUPD - At the age of 60, centrate on early childhood
F26C Pauline Snodgrass has crossed education.
apartment, fully carpeted,
Shopping Center.
central air and heat. Good
over to the other side of the
Rough at first
103 N. 4th St.
location. $130.00 per month.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh generation gap.
She found the going rough.
children,
seven
Six
make
FMC
for
all
batteries
Phone 753-4331.
hearing aid
but not too rough.
Murray, Ky.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F23C grandchildren, and 35 years
advise people to
after
she
first
enrolled
as
a
CLEAN UP shop or body shop for
go back to school,.. she said.
Mrs.
Snodgrass
is
freshman.
rent on Highway 641 near MidSOUP'S on,the rug that is, clean about to achieve a college 'it's really not that hard.ANTIQUE AUTO, 1933 Essex
NOW OPEN!!
F26C
_ -I even got an F on my
way.Phone 753-5311.
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric degree in an educational
Louisville, Ky. P.O. Box 1140 or Phone 502-58'7-1151.
Terraplane,_ valued at $650.00.
shampooer $1. Begley Drug system which she found little first economics test. but I
Will
sell or trade for nice fishing
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
Shopping Cenchanged in more than three figured I was paying tuition
rig or runabout. 514 South 6th Store,Central
1415 Olive Blvd.
and they !the faculty) were
only.
apartment,
married
couple
F26C
on
Veneer
with
decades.
BRICK
brick
ter.
STORY
BEDROOM
THREE
11
/
2
Between Wallace Book
F22C
Street, phone 753-5252.
going to teach it to me."
Street.
13th
Located
100
South
four
Basement,
Elm Street.
attached garage. Built-in stove
SVe & The Hut
"It's strange that so few
Required courses. the
May be seen at Kelly's Pest bedrooms, dining room, kitchen, and dishwasher,carpet in living
•Army Surplus
CARD OF THANKS
changes lime been made. We target of younger students whit')
1970 MOBILE HOME, jrx60'-,,.
F21C 11
•Complete lint of leather Control.
with
room
out
living
miles
large
baths,
Four
room and hall.
/
2
located in Fox Meadows Trailer
Outland still have the same. silly complain about "relevancy."
goods
fireplace. Phone 753-8556. F21C on Lynn Grove Road.Phone 753- Park, No. B-6. This mobile home The family of Noble
grading system and finals!" gave Mrs. Snodgrass some bad
thanks
their
express
wishes
to
LARGE ROOM with private
7765 after 6:00 p.m. weektimes but "have added a great
Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
has underpenning, insulated and appreciation for the kindness she said.
entrance. Kitchen privileges if LARGE TWO bedroom brick. days.
can't say enough for deal to my miderstanding of
F'25C
patio
concrete
water
pipes, 8'116'
Sat_
and sympathy shown to them lyoung I, students," she said. the world around me. she
F21C -Has large den, living room,
desired. Phone 753-1387.
and awning, metal storage after the death of Their husband "and ies very'Rod for me to said.
home
frame
THREE
BEDROOM
built-in
•
dining room, kitchen with
building, air conditioned, car- father and brother.
ITP accept my friends who can't
"The highlight of my
NEW THREE bedroom home
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted and 20 acres at South Marshall. peting, washer, dryer hookups,
accept kids became of their college career was biology.
Panorama Shores. Furnished or throughout. Carport with outside $12,500.00. Will consider mobil
all natural gas with double oven.
long hair."
Why. I even had everybody in
unfurnished. Will rent to college storage. See at 1309 Overby. For home in the $3,000.00. range as
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
BLUE MARLIN
Mrs. Snodgrass. who will -Clay Center working to get me
Immediate possession. Phones
phone,
for
family.
No
students
or
appointment phone 753-6650. F23C trade. Phone 753-1874.
graduate May 12. entered through that course. especially
CLUB
F22C PROFESSIONAL OFFICE spa
753-8964 after 4:00 p.m.
further information can be seen
Kansas State Teachers College one of the town-thx•tors."
Wed. Night
information
For
available.
at Panorama Shores, turn left at SMALL FARM: good location; 64 ACRES ON Salem and Coldat Emporia 35 years ago as a
Although Mrs. Snodgrass
1,000 BALES First- class Red contact Bruce Thomas at Federal music
1THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS Skyline,first house on right. F21C
frontage, T
major, Two years ago, knows of "no better solution,"
business or future investment. water Road, blacktop
Street
in
Loan,
Main
Savings
and
and
Jap
4898-12
Hay.
Phone
17 3 -Itp
°P
she wall operating a nursery she has felt the presoures of
ap- well fenced. Phone J. T. Tidwell
s THREE
un- One mile East Murray,
BEDROOM
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC school in Clay Center. when school. including the grading
F23C 2405.
435-5312.435-5312.
pasture.
acres
proximately
10
furnished house, city gas,
her husband. director lif
ilv id
:
i- system.
fencing, stables, water.
garage. $65.00. In Hazel. Phone Hog wire
FIVE INSIDE doors; one
WANTED
strumental music in
"I never felt that Id be
HELP
modern.
house,
WANT TO BUY
sehools, died unexpectedly. tempted to cheat, but I err- ,
F25P Cozy older 7 room
Farmington. 382-2299.
two lavatories See.
commode
and
For appointment call 436"I couldn't just sit around tainly have felt • the urge. I
at the
Times office, 103 WANTED COOKS and waitress.
Newest models
TFC WANT TO BUY one or two year North Ledger &
•
never did, though...
THREE ROOM and bath apart 2173.
TFNC -Apply in person, no phone calls. and feel sorry for myself all
4th Street.
demonstrated
old 15' to 16' Runabout with walk
F22C day." Mrs. Snodgries said. "so.
ments. Available immediately.
Southside Restaurant.
She hers an earl, decision
I decided to do something with on whether to return to.'her
FREE at your home.
Phone R.W. Churchill, 753-8395 or MODERATELY PRICED 3 through windshield, 60 to 80 H.P. 1,200 BAI-ES OF good grass hax.
my life."
F22C
cenPhone
753-2522.
Carpeted,
bedroom
home.
nursery school in Clay Center
753-2736.
F22C
I
mixed.
- h :ma in.taiiment salt",
Timothy and Red Top
FOR SALE OR TRADE
search ,for a job elsewhere •
or
conditioning,
air
heating
and
tral
She
found
the answer,
ill lake trade on am
Phone 345-2525 or see H. S.
but said she 'can't start
4(
Kansas
State
built-in stove and dishwahser,
University.
',Rogers,
Grove.--.
Browns
F22P'
worrying' about a job yet."
FOR RENT OR SALE
closed garage, and a patio ofFOR LEASE
n.fy. miles away, within driving
arsocer
reg
FOR W.F.OR TRAI!E
Call SAL SARCONE
-I've got to •worry about
na. distance. :nrolling in the
ering relative privacy. Available HOUSE
TRAILLF32,10'za,
fine sTRAMIERRIESDeSs
--̀
0
--t
crrity--tard.
1r44 AC-REA-114----Firet;for065411044•1114 May
rtdttt__
Ca11 beiff
of lacif-*ler ihrt
csittJtIl eleciric-,Tholii 75:r--GUrit- PIiint, fruit-Fies
---,-ritliligr-Ptione 753- '
-P5one --ielling
---.
.;71- the Coilegt--of-Eratiec-o-base. Phone-436March 21P 7856 or
753-7W
,
15NC
March
F22C
753-6051.
..
Service Also Offered
753-6231.
irstP
7663.
e Econ om jct. Mrs. academic world again."
.
lom
egvan
2'289
F'21NC
I

°CLIC
Starting Soon

Ledger & Times

Contact: Beach Craigmyle
Citizens Fidelity Bank & Trust Co.

The General Store

ELECTROLUX

r
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lOntucky Roundup
Chandler
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)— Former Kentucky Gov. A. B. Happy
Chandler was discharged from the University of Kentucky
Medical Center yesterday, hospital officials said. The 72 year-old
two-term Democratic governor'entered the hospital Jan. 22 after
suffering a mild heart attack.
People's Party
LEXINGTON, Ky.( API—The Kentucky State People's Party
held a one-day convention here Saturday,and noininated a retired
army captain ter U.S. seeator.
The group named Charles Moffett of Mason County to run in the
upcoming race to fill the seat of Sen. JohnSherman Cooper, R- Ky.,who has announced this current term will be his last.

World News Briefs
PEKING(AP)—President Nixon arrived in Communist China
today, had his first meetings with Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai,
and appealed to his hosts to "start a long march together."
"Not in lock step," the President said in replying to Chou at a
banquet in the Great Hall of the People, "but on different roads
leading to a common goal-a world structure of peace and justice
in which all men stand together." Chou, preceding Nixon to the
rostrum at the banquet, expressed hope for p new start in
-.relations between the two countries_ _
Mao had not been at the airport for Nixon's arrival, but gii=fhad
not been expected. The meeting with Mao, which was not announced in advance, delayed the opening of Nixon's substantive
talks with Chou for an hour and a half. There was no indication of
what Nixon discussed with either Chinese leader.
TAIPEI (- AP)—Nationalist China's National Assembly,
meeting to r•-eleet Chiang Kaishek president, began work today
with a blast at President Nixon's trip to Peking. The delegates
a resolution by acclamation which said the visit and its
- timing seriously damaged(Maw national rights and interests.
In Saigon, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu was
quoted as saying Nixon's meetings with Communist leaders
would produce no more than a communiaue expressing "ordinary
courtesies." But Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi voiced
apprehensions that the meetings could lead to a new power group
in Asia.
SAIGON ( AP1—South Vietnamese border Rangers made a
lightning strike at a North Vietnamese base camp 100 muesso=
Of Da Nang today. The South Vietnamese claimed 62 of the
enemy killed and said only two Rangers were wounded. In the
Central Highlands, helicopters lifted hundreds of government
troops fpr a "spoiling operation" three miles southwest of
Firebase 5.
The Vietnames Communists welcomed President Nixon to Asia
with a spate of attacks on U. S. forces that killed two Americans,
wounded 10 and destroyed or damaged half a dozen helicopters
and one tank. Most of this action occurred north of Saigon.
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Nixon ...

James Lovett
Passes Away

(Csotimed frame Page I)
(Castimed from Page I)
proposals for diplomatic relaenergetic direction the Murray
tions in his toasts.
Flotilla had come into being a
Americans and Chinese are
James E. Lovett, formerly of year ago. PFC Burchfield
both great peoples who have al- Murray, died Saturday at
5:25 recognized Past Secretary
ways been friendly to each oth- p.m, at the Western
Dorothy W. Mason's service to
Baptist
er "but owing to reasons known Hospital, Paducah. He
was 65 the flotilla by presenting her
to all, the contacts between the years of age and a
resident of with a Commander's Honor
two peoples were suspended for
trophy.
Fiser Road, Paducah.
over 20 years," Chou said.
Two additional trophies were
The deceased was a retired
But, he added, the gates to employee of the U.S.
given by Membership Training
Postal
friendship have been opened by Service having 33 years
service. Officer Shirley Johnson to the
a -desire of both Americans and He was a member of
the Mt. members who had committed
Chinese for a relaxation of ten- Zion United Methodist
Church. the biggest boating "goofs" of
sions.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. the pat season. These were the
-The social systems of China Elaine
Workman Lovett of "Broebn Compass" award
States
are
and of the United
Paducah;one son, Dr. James T. which went to Don Burchfield
fundamentally different, and Lovett of Chicago,
III.; one and the "Broken Prop" award
there are great differences be- sister, Mrs. Jewell
Wells, South which was presented to Dottie
tween the two governments," 8th
Street, Murray; two Stevens, in absentia.
"Chou said. "However these dif- brothers,
Speaker of the evening, Vice
R.E. Lovett of
ferences should not hinder Detroit, Mich.,
and Ivan Lovett Commodore Horton, emChina and the United States of Calvert City;
two grand- phasized that through Auxiliary
from establishing normal rela- children,
Craig and Theresa activities in instructing the
tions on the basis of five prinpublic in safe
boating
Lovett of Miami, Fla.
ciples: (1) of mutual respect
procedures, in examining boats
Funeral
services
are
being
for the sovereignty and territofor proper safety equipment
rial integrity of nations, (2) of held today at two p.m. at the and devices, and in safety
chapel
of
the
Roth
Funeral
mutual nonaggression, (3) of
patrol
activities,
each
ninterference
internal af- Home,Paducah. Interment will
be in the -Maplelawn Cemet4151=Mailifriali whIther)2-tia aware
.—
equality,
airs,
(
4
)
of
mutual
°
- of it ornot, will have been mand (5 ) of peaceful coexist- at Paducah.
strurnental in saving, a life on
ence."
the water.
These are the points that
• III •
Chou laid down at the Bandung
— . SEVEN CITED
conference in 1955. This was an
Seven persons were cited by
(Cautioned from Page I)
Asian nonaligned meeting in
approximately three years. His the Murray Police Department
,
Bandung, Indonesi
.
work in the drug field has been on Saturday and Sunday. They
Nixon responded to Chou's
directly
with addicts, as well as were three for driving while
toast by noting that if China
lectures on phar- intoxicated, three for public
including
and the United States remain
macology
of drugs. These drunkenness, and one for
enemies the future of the world
lectures have covered not only reckless driving, according to
is dark. He said common interwestern Kentucky, but parts of the citation reports.
eats bring the United States
est Tennessee and Northern
and China together now to tra•---/Y
•'
ONE CITED
--Georgia.
-6end their differences.
The
Calloway
County
Ails has presented various
"As we dicruss our differprograms on drugs and drug Sheriff's Department reported
ences," the President added
abuse to numerous audiences one person cited for DWI over
"neither o us
compromise
ranging from elementary the weekend.
our
Principles' Although we school to adults.
cannot close the gulf between
He recently helped to raise
us, we can try to
bridge it 3°7- money for a drug education
that we may be able to talk
am in the local area which
across it.
received
national
later
"And so let us in these next publicity. Recognizing him for
tofive days start a long march
his efforts, the state of Kengether. Not in lockstep but on lucky sent matching funds.
different roads to the same
„I have talked to every kind
goal: a goal of building a world of bereaved parent and have ,
structure of peace and justice worked with every type of drug_
in which all may stand together addict"duo stated.

Ails

`-"I have seen the tears in the__
HARRISBURG, Ps.(AP)—The government tells a trial jury with equal dignity' in which
each nation, large or smallilms--eia of many parents who- -- today how it hopes to prove that antiwar priest Philip Berrigan
a right to determine its own would say,. 'I don't understand _
plotted from a prison cell with six codefendants to--kidnap
form of government free of o
it.' The adult must then give
presidential adviser Henry Kissinger in an effort to force
side interference or domina- some thought as to what he `
America out of Vietnam.
tion."
would do about such a problem
Chief prosecutor William Lynch expected to spend about an
"The world watches, the in advance.,,
hour sketching the details of the alleged conspiracy which also
world listens, the world waits
included blowing up heating tunnels in Washington and vanZ:
to see what we will do," Nixon Colleg
dalizing draft board officers. The defense will have one or more
asserted.
opening statements-including, possibly, one by Berrigan-after
Near the start of his response
Lynch outlines his case.
(Ciadomed trial Par 11
to Chou's toast, Nixon had dedared: "What we say here will tional projection based on the
not be long remembered. what recent trend of a school's enLOS ANGELES (A-0)—Walter Winchell, the fast-talking we do here can, change
the rollment was for the university
commentator who became the nation's most-read newspaper
of Louisille. That projection
columnist and most-heard newscaster on radio,died Sunday at 74. -world."
showed a continued minterHe
complimented-the
Chinese
appeared
from
.Winchell's slangy, showin*ness-oriented column
-hand that playedlor the diners, rupted growth right through
1929 to 1969, and hem 1932 until the early 1960's million&
saying: "I have never heard 19&5, going from 9170 last fall
Americans listened to his staccato evening newscast. •
American music played better to 10,321 in 1975, 11,962 in 1980,
12,537 in 1983 and on to 13,866 in
in a foreign land."
Among other selections, the 1985.
Apparently, however, that is
band played the national anbecause he used the same asthem of each country.
The President and Mrs..Nt1F—sumPti°ns in Computing the
SINGAPORE (AP)—Queen Elizabeth has ended a three-day on sat with Chou at a table for projections for each school—
state visit to this former British crown colony,sailing to Malaysia 20 in the center of the Great that each school will benefit
Hall. The others sat at round equally from the higher peraboard the royal yacht Britannia.
centage of students finishing
The Queen held a black tie dinner aboard the ship attended by tables for 10.
President Benjamin Sheares and Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew
Mrs. Nixon, wearing an infor- high school and going to colbefore the Britannia cast off for Port Kiang Sunday night.
mal short red velvet suit with lege.
Thompson does analyze each
The Queen, Prince Philip and Princess Anne will spend three high neck and long sleeves, sat
days in West Malaysia before flying to Borneo and the Malaysian at Chou's left and the President school in terms of the distribution of its enrollment—that
states of Sabah and Sarawak.
at his right.
Both Nixons ate with chopst- is, which counties supply the
school its students. But then he
VALLEY FORGE,Pa. AP(—The nation's only living five-star icks and the Chinese hosts oc- assumes that the proportion of
casionally
leaned
over
to
serve
general, Omar N. Bradley, has been named by the Freedom
first grade students who gradua tidbit to the First Lady.
Foundation as winner of its 1971 George Washington award.
ate from high school will infor
Bradley
had
selected
Nixon met Mao between 3 crease by the same factor of
The private foundation said Sunday it
its highest individual award for his "long dedicated and selfless and 4 p.m. at the chairman's one per cent for each county.
service to his country as a professional soldier, head of the home.
Another additional projection
Veterans Administration and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
was made for Kentucky State
Staff."
College at Frankfort, to allow
Bradley, 79, is board chairman of Bulova Watch Co.
for a change in the .nature of
(Continued from Page
yard this morning, getting the student body and a projected increase in underCAPE KENNEDY,Fla.(AP)—The first American Lb orbit the along fairly well. It will not be
graduate and graduate proearth, John Glenn, returns to Cape Kennedy Tuesday for the 10th too long before one of them will grams. That
projection showed
have
to
leave.
his
feat.
•
celebration
of
anniversary
the
school's
enrollment going
Glenn's historic flight began at 9:47 a.m.,Feb. 20, 1962, when his
from 1,969 last fall to 2,363 in
Jonquils up four inches.
Mercury capsule, Friendship 7, was hurled into space by an Atlas
1975, 2,655 in 1980 and 3,347 in
rocket.
1965.
Eleven Doves at the feeder
After a three-orbit mission, Glenn took manual control of the
Using the same consideraspacecraft and landed in the Atlantic Ocean 4 hours, 55 minutes this morning.
tions for all state schools and
earth.
leaving
the
after
excluding medical, dental and
The other day we said, "Who
The anniversary celebration was delayed until Tuesday
law students, the projected 1985
because of the Washinggires Birthday holiday.
needs an extra day in
enrollments show the greatest
February?" Marvin Swann
growth for Northern Kentucky
writes in„"Me, Marvin Swann,
SACRAMETO, Calif. (AP)—California's first lady says she for my birthday". We'll buy State College with 7,589 then,
for a 147 per cent increase.
won't Watch any X-rated films,even if they're award winners.
that. He was born on February
That is because NKSC is just
"No," Nancy Reagan said Sunday in her weekly column 29.
becoming a four-year school
published by The Sacramento Union in response to a reader's
next year.
question if she would attend one
'A man is himself.. plus all
The University of Kentucky
"I don't think anyone wants censorship," the former movie
has Community Colleges, which
books
be
actress said "but I'm afraid if the picture business doesn't start the
read".. Kampala Munno
now number 13, show the secto censor itself as it used to, that's exactly what will happen
ond largest growth with a
"The strange part is the very people who decry its censorship
A pessimist is a person who is 949 enrollment projected in
the most will be the ones to bring it about," said the pretty wife of
seasick during the
entire 1985. That would be a 58 3 per
Republican Gov. Ronald Reagan.
voyage of life.
tent increase over last fall hut
still down from a high of 18,100
Egotism is the art of Seeing in 1982.
NASSAU, Bahamas (AP)—Officials at the Britannia Beach
Hotel says singer Frank Sinatra has rented a suite that comes things in yourself that d'ffiers
The 1985 projected enrollment
with a pretty good recommendation. For 14 months it was the cannot see.
for the other state schools,
hideaway of billionaire Howard Hughes.
compared with their present
Slapsy White said "We were level are: Murray State. 9,366,
Hotel officials said Sinatra would take over the two-bedroom
so poor When I was a kid that up 32.4 per cent; UK's 'Rungsuite soon, but the exact date was alt announced.
---klughes gave up the luxury ninth-floor accomoda_tions last when somebody tossed a bone to ton campus, 23,216, up 28 per
the dog,the dog had to signal for cent; 1:1 of t. 11.623, up.201:
Witkiesday after fisttr members of his staff were ordered to
a fair catch."
cent.
the Bahamas because they did not have work permits

Speech Students At Murray High
Present Program Here On Friday
The Murray High School became "George and Zelda"
Speech Club presented its —Zelda, the nagging wife who
Corn- thought she was a sex symbol
"Celebration
of
munication" at the Murray and wanted to end it all by
lib and
Middle School auditorium on joining women's
Friday evening. Over 250 George, the laughing husband,
persons were present to see the who retaliated by burning his
different scenes and cuttings undershorts.
from various plays presented
Paula Parker did a dramatic
by the thirty students.
cutting from "Face to Face", a
Opening the program were play in which a young girl
Becky Sams and David confesses to her psychiatrist.
Garrison who invited the
After a brief intermission,
audience to a
"party". - A Scott Willis and Johnny Cannon
student rendition of "Laugh In" enacted the Bill Cosby dialogue
and "He-Haw'' quickies between two brothers who share
followed presented by._ Lezlee the same bed, but don't want to
Barthelomy, Jana-, Jones, "touch each other".
- -Roderick
Reed, Rhonda
the
Robinson
did
Larry
Garland,Terri Stevenson, Scott
Willis, Johnny Cannon, Valerie Johnny Carson version of the
Harrison, Jan Baggett, and "Tea Time Movie" host with
Jane Wager as his matinee
Cheryl Brown.
Miss Martha McKinney lady.
Wanda McNabb dramatically
presented an interpretation of
three Rod McKuen poems with enacted a cutting between
arnshaw.
_therinEar.m
ocean sounds and soft music ot______Caluithatou
the background. She wits
followed by David Garrison and rovers ire Emily Bronte's
Barbara Howard who, as Henry "Wuthering Heights".
Miss McNabb was followed by
VIII and Ann Bolyn, presented a
cutting from "Anne of 1000 Teri Stevenson, Katie Blalock,
and Sarah Sams who each
Days".
presented poems on the difThe mood was lightened by
ferent aspects of school.
Roderick Reed and Debbie
The finale of the program was
Shinners who, complete with
a Murray High rendition of the
finger snapping and giggles,
rock oper&__ "Jesus Christ
enacted two fables by James
played
Superstarit.
Thurber.
The
"Thurber
by Dan Tinsley, Pontias Pilate
Fables" were followed by Miss
by Harrell Brarnley, and Herod
Jana Jones' dramatic and scary
by Keith Farrel. The highlight
version of "The Telltale Heart".
of the finale was Miss Jennifer
Lezlee Bartholomy and Taylor
who, as Mary
Steven Beatty brought comic Magdalene,sang "I Don't Know
relief to the stage as they
How To Love Him".

Jimmy D. Eldridge
Funeral Is Today
Funeral services for Jimmy
Dale Eldridge are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Albert Rase
and Rev. Richard West officiating.
Serving as Pallbearers are
Yeairy, Edward
Jimmy
Palmer, John Siepl, John
Cunningham, Bob Mills, and
Kenneth G. Todd.
Interment will be in the
Barnett Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Eldridge, age 18, died Friday
at 5:30 p.m. at Chicago,
where he resided.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Maurine George of
Chicago, Ill.; three brothers,
Glen Edridge of Murray,
Thomas Junior Eldridge of
Woodbridge, Va., and Billy Joe
Eldridge of Chicago, Ill.; five
sisters, Mrs. Betty Yeairy of
Lombard, Ill., Mrs. Linda
Palmer of Wellston, Ohio, Mrs.
Hazel Mills, Mrs. Judy Siepl,
and Miss Rita Eldridge, all of
Chicago, Ill.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Merritt Michael Lake,
Murray, Charles Dennis Travis,
Murray, Cody W. Adams,
Farmington Route One, Mid
Gary Wayne Bogle of Murray
Route Seven were each fined
$28.50 on charges of speeding in
the Graves County Court,
Mayfield, according to the
report published in the Mayfield
Messenger.
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